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Nixon, Thieu begin
postwar conference
SAN CLEMENTE. Calif. (AP) President Nixon and South 'II latin—
President Nguyen Van Thieu pledged
a joint effort yesterday to build a
lasting Indochina peace, then began
discussing Saigon's plea for stepped up
U.S. economic aid.
After the leaders completed an mida! 90-minute meeting at the Western
White House, officials indicated Thieu
had collected Nixon's pledge of an
infusion of US aid for postwar reconstruction.
But indications were that Nixon was
frowning upon a Thieu request for a
specific US guarantee of renewed
military intervention if North Vietnam
blatantly violates the still-fragile
cease-fire agreement
AS HE GAVE THIEU a full military
welcome. Nixon voiced hopes their two
days of summit talks would produce
"great steps forward in building the

lasting peace, the real peace that we
have fought together for..."
Thieu responded by expressing
"heartfelt gratitude" for past U.S.
assistance and said he hoped the summit would bring "a consolidation of
peace in Indochina and a new era of
constructive cooperation in peace
among all parties concerned."
After the two leaders' opening
meeting. White House press secretary
Ronald L Ziegler said they had reviewed the situation in Indochina and
had " stressed the importance of implementing" the cease-fire agreement
signed two months ago in Paris.
THE TWO PRESIDENTS. Ziegler
said, "reaffirmed the continuing
strong friendly ties" between their
countries and discussed the development of their postwar relations
The spokesman said the talks were

Ervin rejects effort
to help Nixon aides
WASHINGTON (APt - Sen Sam J
Ervin Jr. (D-N.C.l yesterday rejected
a White House offer to obtain special
treatment for presidential aides in the
Senate's investigation of the Watergate
affair
Ervin repeated his vow he will seek
the arrests of White House aides if they
do not honor subpoenas to testify under
oath in formal private and public sessions
He also told a news conference he believes White House counsel John W
Dean III was involved in a "conflict of
interest" because he apparently represented key presidential advisors
while trying to learn if they were involved in sabotage and espionage
attempts

hide but his efforts to cooperate have
been drowned in a stream of leaked
innuendo and hearsay ."

LATER YESTERDAY. Ervin and
the special senate investigating committee he heads were criticized by
presidential press secretary Ronald
Ziegler
The Watergate investigation. Ziegler
said, has been "plagued by irresponsible leaks o( tidal wave proportions"
and Ervin should "get his own disorganized house in order so that the
investigation can go forwards in a proper atmosphere of traditional fairness
and due process."
Ziegler issued his statement at the
Western White House in San Clemente.
Calif.

By Scott Scredon
Managiag Editor

IN NEW YORK. Republican National Committee Chairman George
Bush said the President has nothing to

Ervin also said yesterday he has
accepted an invitation by Ally GenRichard 0. Kleindienst to give rum
mittee members access to the FBI's
own Watergate investigation
He said this access includes raw FBI
files which he said would be safeguarded from public exposure and
would not themselves be placed in evidence

Limited meat
supply hikes
store prices
An increased demand for meat products and a limited supply of cattle
keep meat prices high, according to
Steve Brock, director of the Wood
County Farm Bureau Federation.
Brock said that in 1971 lower retail
prices for beef decreased profits for
producers. He said the lower profits
encouraged cattlemen to decrease
their herds, limiting the supply of meat
and causing current store prices to
rise.
When prices are high, producers
begin to build up their herds and the
supply grows to meet the oemaoda of
the consumers, be said.

held in "an atmosphere of friendship
and cordiality."
Sources reported the summit was
bringing hard bargaining on economic
issues
Ziegler acknowledged there was
substantial discussion
regarding
economic assistance, redevelopment
assistance which the United States
could continue to provide to South Vietnam as we move into the postwar
period "
HE SAID THE LEADERS were discussing "in depth and in detail" such
other questions as efforts to account
for US troops still missing in action,
reported infiltration by North Vietnam
and the presence of North Vietnamese
troops in Laos and Cambodia

THE LONGS* prices slay up, the
more production will increase, he
added
Local grocery stores are fedtstt the
pinch of the carraat high prices aa
shopper* ronU—i to buy lest aad less
meat.
A meat artier at Great Scot i
market said the Mere It I
"a general ataw down hi all types of
meat baying "
A sposeaniaa for the AAP Food Store
said cssstomers art not buyfatg much
meat, not atsssj the leas inpaaili | cats
He said prices jsanp to fast that both
University itelMti aad local housewives are "waiting to see what happens next before they start buying
meat again."

As he gave Thieu a red carpet
welcome to the Western White House
four days alter the United States
officially ended its decade of Vietnam
involvement. Nixon said the
Vietnamese now have the strength to
iletend then own independence and
their right to choose their own government
We hope from this day. as a
result of our talks." Nixon said, "will
come great steps forward in building
(he lasting peace, the real peace that
we have fought together for. and that
now we want all of our people to live
for"
THIEU RESPONDED by expressing
"heartfelt gratitude, for the noble
contribution ol the American nation"
to defend his country and said he. too.
hopes "the joint effort of our two
governments would lead to a consoli
dation of peace in Indochina and a new
era of constructive cooperation in
peace among all parties concerned ''

sbyliiiphW.
local grocery stores are experiencing the effects of the
national meat boycott, at more customers are altering their
shopping habits and turning to meatiest mealt. Increased
demand for meat products and a limited supply of cattle ore
two factors responsible for high meat pikes

BGSU graduate views life as POW
Air Force Major William Baugh. a
former POW released on March 4. said
yesterday he knows of at least 10 prisoners of war who died from torture by
the North Vietnamese in the prison
camps
Baugh. a 1956 graduate of Bowling
Green, was shot down by North Vietnamese anti-aircraft fire on Jan. 21.
1967. He was captured the next day.
and taken to Hanoi, he said.
HE TALKED yesterday from his
home inPiqua
Major Baugh said he was tortured by
the North Vietnamese after failing to
give them information on what targets

the Air Force planned to bomb in the
weeks and months after he was captured.
He said he didn't know what targets
for the luture dates were, but wouldn t
have told the North Vietnamese if he
had known
Major Baugh said after failing to tell
the North Vietnamese the information
they wanted, he was subjected to torture referred to by the prisoners as
"ropes and cuffs."
He said the North Vietnamese took
two nylon straps from a parachute, and
wrapped one around each of his arms
above the elbow, making his elbows
touch and cutting off the blood circulation.
HE SAID they also applied iron hand-

cuffs to his wrists, which pinched the
nerves in his wrists
With this torture being applied, the
North Vietnamese again attempted to
make him tell the future targets.
Major Baugh said
He said after three sessions ot the
"ropes and cuffs," he lied to the North
Vietnamese, telling them the United
States planned to bomb some North
Vietnamese territory near the Chinese
border.
At later dates. Major Baugh said he
was forced to stand on his knees for
two weeks with his hands up. Another
time, after two prisoners escaped from
the prison camp, he was strapped in leg
irons for five months
Major Baugh said he was also beaten
with a rubber whip that he thinks was

made out ol truck tires.
He said after the three sessions of
ropes and cuffs." his hands were immobile, and it took him about a week to
regain movement in parts of them.
MAJOR BAUGH. a member of Delta
Tau Delta fraternity, said he thought
statements made by actress Jane
Fonda and broadcast by Radio Hanoi
were "out of line "
"I couldn't agree with her telling me
and other servicemwn to go against our
military and our government." he said
Major Baugh also said he is against

amnesty for draft resistors.
"I was doing my duty and they were
not." he said.
Major Baugh said he didn't know
whether the South Vietnamese would
be able to defend themselves against
an attack by North Vietnam.
"But they sure should be, with all the
money and equipment we've given
them," he said.
Major Baugh said he plans to stay in
the Air Force and attend the War
College in Montgomery. Ala.,
sometime in the near future.

25 universities cited
in discrimination suit

BSU events to
commemorate

By Kathy Fraxe
News Editor
The Women's Equity Action League
(WEAL) has filed a formal complaint
against this University and 24 other
schools for allegedly discriminating
against women in education
The complaint was filed March 29
with the U.S. Department of Health.
Education and Welfare (HEW I.
WEAL is claiming the 25 schools
have violated the Education
Amendments Act of 1972 by sponsoring
local chapters of Phi Delta Kappa, a
professional education society which
limits its membership to men

King's death
The Black Student Union (BSU)
has planned two events for tomorrow to commemorate the fiveyear anniversary of the death of
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
At noon, the BGSU Gospel Choir
will conduct a service at Prout
Chapel.
At 7 p.m., the documentary
movie. "King: Montgomery to
Memphis." a film showing the
highlights of Dr. King's life, will
be presented in 210 Math-Science
Bldg
Admission to both events is free
and open to the public.
Members of Alpha Phi Alpha
social fraternity honored Dr. King
by compiling facts, information
and a time table of his life into a
book entitled "In Memory."
The book will be on sale this
week and proceeds will go to the
Dr. Martin Luther King
Scholarship Fund, located in
Atlanta, Ga.
Dr. King was a former member
of Alpha Phi Alpha.

THE KROGE* food store reported
no decrease in meat buying during
recent weeks and no evidence of a
meat boycott. Other stores have been
forced to cut work hours for many
employees because of the slowdown.
Brock said be thinks a meat boycott
will be less effective in Wood County
than in a metropolitan area.
"This is mainly a farming community and farmers are an independent group- they don't like to be told
what prices they should charge," he
said.

Members of Alpha Phi Alpha social fraternity
present University President Hollis A. Moor* Jr.
with a collection of facts and information about the

late Dr. Martin Luther King. Pictured, from left, are
John Grant III, junior (Ed.); Dr. Moore; Ray Mullint,
junior (B.A.); and Leslie Rose Jr., junior (B.A.I.

ACCORDING to Title IX of the act.
"No person in the United States shall,
on the basis of sex. be excluded from
participation in. be denied the benefits
of. or be subjected to discrimination
under any education program or
activity receiving federal financial
assistance."
WEAL has interpreted the act to
include all programs or activities
sponsored by any educational
institution that receives federal aid
through grants, loans or contracts.
The organization is contending that
the 25 universities named in the
complaint are violating the act by
sponsoring a group that denies women
"participation in and the benefit of

educational and professional activity"
that could enhance a person's standing
in the education field.
Under the Phi Delta Kappa national
constitution, "only males of good
character" are eligible for
membership.
AT THEIR biennial national council
meeting in December 1971. Phi Delta
Kappa members voted 321 to 95 against
admitting women WEAL claims that
policy was reaffirmed in February 1971
by the Phi Delta Kappa board of
directors.
WEAL also claims that any chapter
that violates the rule barring women
will be suspended.
The women's league is asking KEW
to contact the presidents of all 25 institutions urging them to sever their
schools' connections with Phi Delta
Kappa immediately.
WEAL is demanding that any institution that fails to comply with the
request should be barred from
receiving any further federal monies.
Dr. Fred Pigge, secretary of the
local Phi Delta Kappa chapter, said
yesterday the question of admitting
women has been a "raging issue"
within the national organization for
some time.
* To page three, column an*
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grant amnesty
The time has come for the United States to talk aboui
amnesty on President Nixon's terms.
"We always, under our system, provide amnesty..1 for one,
would be very liberal with regard to amnesty, but not whila
there are Americans in Vietnam fighting to serve their]
country, and not while POWs are held by the enemy." he saioj
in January. 1972.
The last American combat troops pulled out of Vietnam)
Thursday. The last known U.S. war prisoner in Indochina was]
released Sunday.
But Jan 21, 1973. Nixon said he will not grant amnesty to]
those who "chose to desert their country" rather than serve in]
Vietnam.
He was right, in January, 1972, when he spoke of the]
American system providing amnesty, although his recent
words were of a different nature.
President Lincoln offered amnesty to Union deserters in th<
last year of the Civil War provided they rejoin their]
regiments.
In 1924, President Coolidge granted amnesty to men who
had deserted since the World War I armistice.
And even with the intensity of national feeling during World
War II. President Truman found reason to pardon 1.523 of the
15,805 men convicted of violating the draft laws during the
war.
"As far as the administration is concerned, we want very
much to get on with the business of peace and reconstruction
here." said Secretary of State William P. Rogers on Feb. 15.
The government must make this statement a reality by
granting amnesty as an overt gesture to bind the wounds of the
Vietnam war.

stress options
Alternatives to receiving course credit other than by goinfl
to class should receive more emphasis and publicity as a
result of actions taken by Academic Council last week This is
a good move.
Students gain much knowledge before or during the course
of their college career-and not all of it is learned in the1
classroom
Students should be able to gain credit for this expertise.
especially since every extra quarter at the University means
an outpouring of hundreds of dollars.
The Credit Alternative Program Development and
Evaluation Committee chaired by l)r Kay Kndres. director
of the Office of Continuing Education, has recommended
three credit alternatives: course credit by examination.
Advanced College Placement, and the College Level
Examination Program.
Although the first two options have been available for years,
students have not been aware of their existence They should
be
A committee will be formed to more firmly establish
alternatives to classwork and to administer the program!
more evenly throughout the departments
This committee should be formed immediately

"ftI»VpR(CbT-

&Rf6r/mtn>K omen
THIS STUFF IS BARELY FIT FOR DOGMEAT! BY THE WAY, WHERE IS

sbo positions open to students
As the new Student Body
Organization officers iSBOi. we would
like In encourage all students who are
interested in being on any SBO
committees or councils, officers'
staffs, student arbitration board or
traffic court and any University

Initially. I am writing to correct a
small error in your article. "Angel
Might services reach beyond
campus", Marrh28
As an alumnus of Wilkes College I
would like to make note that it is
Wilkes ColleRe. not WilkesBarre
College which "Operation Snapback"
is helping
Also, as an alumnus. I wish to
unofficially but very gratefully thank
the H<; chapter of Angel Plight and all
other such organizations, as well as
unattached friends both in and out ot
the academic communitv. whose

'mist' over Washington
There's been a turnabout in the
prevailing view here.
Ordinarily the politicians, the
higher-level bureaucrats and the
journalists in Washington worry
themselves about not knowing what's
happening back there in America. One
of the most damaging things you can
say about somebody in this town is that
he's out of touch
Now. however, some people are
beginning to worry that America is out
of touch with Washington While the
meat prices go up in Chicago and the
rest of life stays pretty much the same.
the (eeling of being marooned in a
sinister mist is falling on many of us in
the capital as we hear people speculate
out loud about topics once unthinkable
THE MUST MORBID is the
discussion of James W McCord. Jr s.
life expectancy Sober, experienced
people in this city wonder if the singing
waterbugger will live to climb on a
witness siand and inculpate those
closest to Richard Milhous Nixon in the
felonies for which McCord has already
been convicted
Without bodyguards the man is .in
easy target, but heavy publicity and
the fact that out-and-out murder is one
crime not yet imputed to the Nixon
people may protect him
It has come down to that kind of talk
as fear grows that the center of
organized crime in America may be
the Oval Room of the White House
Yet as we sit here getting whiffs of
this sour shame we wonder if we're a
bunch of excited baboons swinging
around the Washington monkey cage
spitting pits and seeds at things that
the rest of America can't see
DISHONESTY IN government,
corruption in high placer, those are the
slogans lor facts we've long had with
us. and maybe the folks back home are
so inured to talk of such things that
they don't know this isn't the same old
stuff
Possibly they don't realiae that The

Godfather is in for a second term and
he thinks the whole family has won a
mandate Thuggery in the White House
is alter all a new idea, though probably
not a very m> cone
On other days we theorize that there
is too much for people to absorb The
Watergate and allied crimes now
involve so many people, in so many
places, doing so many dirty things that
keeping track ol them has become I
minor, full-time specialty
That would be enough lor a citizenry
to soak up. but then there are all the
other simple perjuries and fancypeculations, the bagmen with the cash
money in the attache cases, the
simony, the conspiracy, the veins of
scandal fissuring the marble of every
hall in government
A MAN CAN hardly understand it.
much less believe it What is a
reasonably civilized public to think
when the wife of the Attorney General
says her husband's strong-arm men
threw her down and shot a hypodermic
into her when she refused to be related,
no. not even by marriage, to what's
been going on^
Martha Mitchell drugged in her
bedroom and the likes of Frank Sinatra
socializing with the likes of 1'enry
Kissinger
Easier to believe Kon Ziegler's
cloddish lies, the denials that rest on
nothing more than the pompous
invocation of "The President " Never
President Nixon, but always "The
President "
Pis personal lawyer, his official
counsel, his appointments secretary
and his closest political adviser, they
were all in on it. but no. not The
President
CLOSE YOUR EYES A little and
slow down your mind Ziegler says. The
President or A President could never,
would never commit the unlawful acts
the growing evidence suggests he did
Still, there may be a wisdom in the
public's absence of reaction.
What are we as a people, or as single
citizens, going to do if it should come

committees to sign up for the
interviews in 405 of the Student
Services Bldg between 9 a.m. and
noon and 1 p.m. and 5 p m from April
3.1973 to April 6.1973
In addition there will also be a
screening process for the selection of

the student body treasurer and
secretary, coordinator of community
and involvement and the student representative to the Board of (Governor
Gilligan.
SOME STUDENTS have complained

angel flight work appreciated

poster

H> Nicholas voalloflmaa

THE . . . DOG . . .V

out with incontrovertible proof, if it
should come out beyond reasonable
doubt that Nixon sat in the White
House and directed the commission of
a series of crimes and then used the
Executive branch of the government to
obstruct justice in solving them'' What
do M do then" Refuse to pay our taxes
or write our Congressmen?
We have no history to fall back on
here Presidents Grant and Parding
were never personally implicated in
the grand thefts of their close
associates. People had an out then,
they could always say those two were
stupid or naive, but they didn't betray
their oath of off ire
EVEN LYNDON Johnson, whose
financial affairs were dark-clouded
and questionable when he was a lesser
politician, conducted himself with
probity when he came to the final and
full power
Maybe we're better off not knowing
Not to protect Nixon, but to protect
ourselves maybe we'd best forget the
investigations.
The man's got something like 1.400
more days to serve, and if it's pinned
on him personally, every one of them
will be fouled Every day will be a
macabre, dishonored irony as he
moves from event to event GANG
CHIEFTAIN
ENTERTAINS
POWs. RINGLEADER RECEIVES
RUSSIAN PREMIER WATERBUG
IN-CHIEF LAUNCHES NEW WAR
ON CRIME
SOME PEOPLE here-and they re
not all Democrats or fringy rads-are
starting to say that, if it comes to that,
he should be impeached We're still
five or six new shockers away from the
idea being taken up. but if it should
ever get even ISO votes in the House of
Representatives, then you'll see the
country divide and bleed her ideals
away
So maybe America does know what's
happening here, and that may be
enough for America not to want to
know any more
wnMnata* EaMtsaj Hmmm fhjneVssi

efforts in the collection and donation of
texts and journals necessary for the
research life of any academic
institution is greatly appreciated
IT HAS BEEN SAID that in the
lacing of adversity you will know your
true friends I returned to Wilkes for a
visit during the quarter break and can
safely say from what 1 saw that Wilkes
has many true friends
Directly tollowing the flooding of
Hurricane Agnes, it was estimated
that Wilkes suffered damages in
excess of (10 million Although the
library was not destroyed, the first two
floors were completely flooded, and all
texts and journals stored therein were
rendered useless
I might add that the bulk of the
mathematics and sciences research
texts and journals were kept on the
first floor.
THE TASK OF renovating the
library seemed insurmountable at the
outset It appeared that it might take
years before the library would be back
to near normal
But. thanks to the efforts of these

sports writer
refutes letter
In reply to the letter from Frank
Fisher on my sports column Mr
Fisher is correct on both counts
However, the first mistake was due
to an editing error, which, if not made
would have left the line reading, "the
Chuck Noll-led Steelers" referring to
the FOUR-year building program
initiated by Noll in 1969

unselfish individuals and groups, the
job. though far from complete, is being
done
I applaud your efforts and offer my
thanks for all of your help
M L Stein
Mathematics [»ept

about this past year's SBO and its activities This is YOUR chance to get ■
involved and work on current campus ■
issues which concern the student body ■
Please take the time to sign up and
get involved, this University will be;
responsive to students and their needs,
but we must take the initiative to j
organize ourselves
Vie are soliciting your help and:
support for the new group of students
who are entering office spring quarter..'
1973
Student Body Organization officers
Bill Arnold, president
Lee Olson, vice president
Mark Walker, representative to the
Board of Trustees
Denny Grady. state and community
affairs
John Doering. academic affairs
I.arrv Whiteleather. cultural affairs

windowsill jump craze?
It is appalling that the BG News
would give such favorable coverage to
the person jumping from the window of
Harshman Quad into the shrubbery
I March 29. page I i
The habit of jumping from
windowsills lor perhaps, even, sitting
on them I is not one to be encouraged
The potential health danger, if this
student would become fashionable, is
tremendous

In addition, damage done to
University property, including
shrubbery, ought not be tolerated. It
seems reasonable for the person
performing this act to be assessed for
any damage done to the plants. Your
coverage of the event might serve as
good evidence in that case.
Dr Darrel W Fyffe
Assistant professor
Department of Education

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns
Letters may comment on any other letter column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits or with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the author s name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, d/o The BG News. 108
University Hall
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ALTHOUGH the Colonels did
advance to the finals of the 1971 ABA
playoffs, the fact remains that they
finished the regular season with a so-so
44-40 record, a full 11 games behind the
division champ Virginia Squires.
Perhaps, not "floundering" but
hardly an indication of a top-flight
team.
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Bob Moon
BG News sports writer
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Business Staff

so they say

business manager
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Senator George McGovem (D-S.D >
talked about President Richard Nixon
and his past presidential campaign
during a talk at Washington's annual
Gridiron Dinner:
"I wanted to run lor President in the
worst way-and did. I also wanted to be
President very badly, but Mr. Nixon is
already doing that."

»oU« manager

John g .pollock
rnkhaol j. votentini

Editorial and Business Offket 10« University Hall
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Boycott decreases meat sales
ByLealseCeak
Associated Press Writer
Meat sales were down in
some areas yesterday as the
nationwide boycott picked
up steam. Housewives
planned meatless menus,
supermarkets advertised
fish specials and farmers
kept a wary watch on the
situation
The week-long boycott officially started Sunday. By
yesterday, an Associated
Press survey showed that
many shoppers were by-

passing the meat counters in
supermarkets and turning to
items like fish, vegetables
and cheese
Newly
imposed price
ceilings on beef, lamb and
pork appeared to have little
effect on consumers' determination to boycott highcost items
LLOYD JARRELL. meat
manager of a giant open air
market in Richmond. Va .
said. "Our red meal sales
were off 20 to 30 per cent
over the weekend " He said

beef sales were the hardest
hit Poultry sales remained
steady, he said, and seafood
sales went up 20 to 30 per
cent
Like several other score
managers. Jarrell said he
was stocking less meat than
usual in anticipation oi the
boycott
The National Partners
Organization whose members withheld livestock from
the market for several days
lasl week to protest
declining hog and cattle
prices, planned a new series

of meetings to chart future
action There were reports
of layoffs in meal processing
companies
Canadian farmers sent reduced hog shipments to market yesterday in anticipation
of a meat boycott called
north of the border A group
called
WASP Women
Against Soaring Prices-is
sponsoring the boycott to
back Us demand for a price
review board lo slop increases in the cost of food,
housing and other necessities

newsnoTes.
OU disturbance
ATHENS
Al'> - Sil Ohio1
University iOU> students arrested
during a rock and bottle-throwing,
window smashing disturbance in
downtown Athens faced charges
yesterday in Athens Municipal Court
Police Chief Charles Cochran held
a news conference yesterday
morning at which he branded the disturbance a "spontaneous incident "
He said it was precipitated by many
people who were drunk or under the
influence of narcotics

Diet drug recall
WASHINGTON lAP" - The federal
government will recall diel drugs
that contain amphetamines because
it says some are unsafe and some do
not contribute lo weight loss
About 480 million dosage units of
the products are sold each year.
according
to a government
spokesman making it the largest
recall ever made of controlled
substances
The Federal Drug Administration
published the order in the Federal
Register, and the Bureau of
. Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs.

which will enforce the order have set
a target dale of June 30 for removal
of all such drugs from the market

Price freeze
WASHINGTON (APi
A hill lo
freeze prices and rents would be
counterproductive and probably
subject to a veto by President Nixon
Treasury Secretary George I' Shultl
said yesterday
"The President is strongly opposed
to H and I wouldn't be surprised .it ■
veto. Shullz told the House Banking
and Currency Committee wheie
there is strong backing for the
legislation
Shultz. Agriculture Secretary Earl
Hut/ and John T Ihinlop. director ol
the Cost of Living Council, appealed
lo the panel to extend the President s
broad authority lo control wages and
prices for another year without
trying to write a freeze into law

Quota system
COLUMBUS I API \ bill t set up
a dual quota system in Ohio state
supported graduate schools was
introduced yesterday in the General
Assembly bv Sen William F liowen

■MMMMHMM

11)-9 Cincinnati i and five co-sponsors
Bowen s bill would require that 90
DM cent of all (irst year prolessional
graduate school classes be Ohioans
and that 10 per cent of the total be of
African descent "
Institutions falling to meet the
quotas would have their state
subsidies withheld under the
measure

POW torture
WASHINGTON 1AP1 The Council
Against Communist Aggression has
called for creation ol a special
tribunal to investigate charges of
torture ol kmerlcan prisoners of war
in then North Vietnamese and Viet
i ong captoi i
"The proposed tribunal would
COn8ISl Ol jurists doctors journalists
.mil other men ol standing
said
Marx Lewis president ol the council
it would heai testimony from POWs
and indut the Communists accused ol
murdering and torturing prisoners of
wai bclorctheh.il of world opinion
Lewis said the council is seeking
hacking and limiting for the proposal
The call for a special tribunal was
approved Sunday night by members
of the council at a banquet in
suburban Alcxamli I.I Va

AT HOME, meanwhile
several supermarkets advertised meatless specials. A
Charlotte. N C . store ran a
full-page newspaper ad yesterday morning and twothirds of the page was devoted to seafood items
Great Scot supermarkets,
a 4* store Michigan chain,
announced that prices of 158
meat items will be rolled
back to their lowest March
levels
A spokesman said Ihe rollback will take effect today
and will continue 30 davs
There will be no limit on
quantities available for purchase, he said Examples of
the cutback, he said, will be
chuck steaks at 79 cents a
pound, instead of the 98 they
now cost. top sirloin at SI 69
instead of $1 88. and rib pork
chops at Jl 66 instead of
SI 79
Restaurants got into the
picture with all-fish menus
or bargains for meatless
eaters
Don't Eat Beef.'"
read the headline on an
advertisement for a chain of
New York restaurants that
offered customers a 10 per
cent discount on nonmeat
entrees

Although a move lo admit
women was defeated at the
most recent national council
meeting. Dr Pigge said he
heard the vote was much
closer than the 321-95 tally in
1971 He predicted women
would be admitted to the
organization within the next
few months
DR. PIGGE. coordinator
for the College of
Education's Office of

Research and Services,
questioned
WEAL'S
contention
that
the
University sponsors'' the
local chapter
He said the University
does not donate money to
the organization, nor does it
allow faculty members to
contribute University tune
to the group's activities
The only donation' the
University makes to the
organization is to allow it to
use the school's name as
part of its title, he said

2 concerts canceled
The two appearances of blind evangelist Bobby Peoples in
Bowling Green this week have been canceled
He was to present a concert Thursday in Hanna Hall and
appear Friday in the Upper Room Coffeehouse. 102'* N.
Main St
Duane Carter, junior lEd.) and manager of the
coffeehouse, said Peoples was beaten and robbed in Canada
Carter said another act has been booked for the Upper
Room Friday night.

PHI KAPPA PSI

Dr I'iggc estimated .iiwut
95 per cent ol the approximate!) 40u members ol the
Howling l.ieen chap'.ei .lie
local educators working in
the field
"This is not a campus
organization although il is
connected to Howling Green
State
University
Dr
Plgge said
University
President
I'olli- \ Moore .it said
yesterda) he has not been
contacted by HEW 01 n EAL
about the complaint
■THE COMPLAINT
doesn't make much sense lo
me." he said
Why has it
been filed against 25
universities'' Why not all the

universltiei that have
chapters?
Why
against
the
University instead of the
fraternity? We don't have
any
tics
with
the
DI gantxation that 1 know of.
And why a complaint
against just
Phi Delta
Kappa I suppose there are
man) honoraries that are
loi men or women only that
are
jusl
as
dis
criminatory
Other schools named in
the complaint are
Ball State University University of California al
Berkeley. Central Washing
ton state College University
of Colorado. Columbia Uni-

GROSS

Open House
Tonight April 3
7-9 P.M.

109 State St.
352-8160

Bruce Crippen, University graduate and phstasjiaahsi far the
Fremont News Mononoor, spake to members ef Hte B.C.
Photo Club lost night.

Trustees to experience
college classes, events
The eight members of the
University's Board of
Trustees will experience
four years of college lifefrom admission to gradu
ation -in one day this
Wednesday
The trustees will be
guided through the day
entitled. "Pour Years at
Howling
Green.''
as
designed by Pete Kotsatos.

WEAL files discrimination suit
m from poga one

Picture
critique

versity. George Washington
University, University of
Georgia.
University of
Illinois:
University of Indiana.
University of Iowa. University of Kansas. University of Miami, University
of Michigan. University of
Southern Mississippi. University
of
Nebraska.
Northern
Illinois University .
North Texas State University,
Northwestern ' University, University of Okla
hoiii.i University of Oregon.
Temple University. Utah
State University. Stanford
University and West
Virginia University

Watch For

Grand
Opening
Specials
Coming Soon!
(behind Sam B's)

former student representative to Ihe board
Kotsatos said the purpose
of the event is to give the
Musters some insight iate
student life on campus aai
first-hand observation of the
day-to-day operation of the
University.
"OBVIOUSLY they won't
be able to see everything,
but the fact they're taking
time to visit as many
students as they can
indicates their interest."
Wednesday's events will
begin with the trustees'
"admission" into the
University
They will be required to
fill out admission applications and will be
addressed bv John W.

questions."
During
the
afternoon,
trustees
will
attend
industrial education and
technology.
computer.
Modular
Achievement
Program iMAIM and LifeScience laboratory classes
They will also visit the
Health Center and the
counseling center, traffic
court, and placement and
student development offices
in the Student Services Bldg

Martin,
director of
admissions They will also
be informed about financial
aid and the University's pre
registration program.
Later in the morning, the
trustees will be split up to
visit various residence halls
and fraternity and sorority
houses Some trustees will
lunch in residence halls with
students lo learn about
dormitory programs
OTHERS WILL eat with
fraternity and sorority
members and one trustee
will eat in the Commuter
Center
Mark Walker, present
student representative to
the board, said lunch time
will be the "prime time for
students to ask the trustees

Later they will attend a
Student Body Organization
meeting and finally they will
experience a graduation
ceremony
in
University
President Hollis A Moore
Jr.'s office, where they will
receive honorary undergraduate degrees

SIGMA NU HAS SOMETHING TO
OFFER EVERY MAN - COME SEE
WHAT WE HAVE FOR YOU TONIGHT
FROM 7-9. REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED
ZN - SOUTHEAST CORNER OF NEW
FRATERNITY ROW. LOOK FOR THE
BIG LETTERS ON THE SIDE OF THE HOUSE

C-CN-43

An important announcement to every
student in the health professions:

NEW SCHOLARSHIPS
ARE AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY.
THEY COVER TUITION AND
RELATED COSTS AND PROVIDE AN
ANNUAL INCOME OF $5,300 AS WELL.

WSANEUJSS

on Old Fraternity Row

- FEATURING Char Broiled Steaks and
Chops
Fall Course Family
Dinner
It VARIETIES
PANCAKES A WAFFLES
Open Tues. thru Sat.
7:31 ■ I
Sundays 7:31 - 7:00
412 EAST WOOSTER
BANQUET ROOM

NOON SPECIALS DAILY
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If a steady salary of $400 a
month and paid-up tuition
will help you continue your
professional training, the
scholarships just made possible by the Uniformed
Services Health Professions
Revitalization Act of 1972
deserve your close attention.
Because if you are now in a
medical, osteopathic, dental,
veterinary, podiatry, or optometry school, or are working toward a PhD in Clinical
Psychology, you may qualify.
We make it easy for you to
complete you r studies. You're
commissioned as an officer as
soon as you enter the program, but remain in student
status until graduation. And,
during each year you will be

on active duty (with extra
pay) for 45 days. Naturally,
if your academic schedule
requires that you remain on
campus, you stay on campus
-and still receive your active
duty pay.
Active duty requirements
are fair. Basically, you serve
one year as a commissioned
officer for each year you've
participated in the program,
with a two year minimum.
You may apply for a scholarship with either the Army,
Navy or Air Force, and know
that upon entering active
duty you'll have rank and
duties in keeping with your
professional training.
The life's work you've chosen foryourself requires long,

hard, expensive training.
Now we are in a position tol
give you some help. Mail in
the coupon at your earliest
convenience for more detailed
information.
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Would evaders return ?

Amnesty 'divisive' issue
Itaylaa Daly News
WrttMaferThcAiMciatH

How much
longer?

Cof»t»rio linn con W endUs*, especially when your stemoch toys 'n*w.'
Slud«nlt waiting in lh« McDonald QuodrongU oclivitM* loung* or* |
wondering if they'll lail until ih«ic turn tomn.

TORONTO,Canada (APIMany of Ohio's young fled to
this colorful Canadian city to
escape war.
b their number are some
who waat to return.
There are other war exiles
in Toronto who say they
don't give a damn if they
aver touch Ohio soil again.
The amnesty issue is
explosive and divisive.
President Nixon says, "No
amnesty " U.S. Sen. Robert
Taft Jr. (R-Ohioi thinks
draft evaders should have
"an avenue to rejoin our
society." Sen. William

ITT-CIA talks acknowledged
WASHINGTON (API Harold Geneen, board chairman of International Telephone & Telegraph Corp
i ITT), acknowledged yesterday that he discussed with a
CIA official the possibility of
blocking the election of
Marxist Salvador Allende as
president of Chile

But Geneen told a special
Senate Foreign Relations
subcommittee that while he
"accepts" this description
of tin' conversation sworn to
by William \ Hi i»e. the CIA
official, the idea "died right
there in the conversation
they held in a Washington

Woodwind concert set
The Bowling (Jreen Woodwind Quintet will appear in
concert tonight at 1:15 in the Recital Hall. School of Music
Bldg
Also appearing with the quintet for this concert will be
pianist Virginia Marks, instructor of music She will
perform "Concerto for Piano anil Woodwind Quintet Op 53"
by Riegger
A wind ensemble conducted by Richard Cioffari. assistant
professor of performance studies, will augment the quintet
in a presentation of Richard Strauss ' Serenade for
Thirteen Winds ."
The concert is free and open lo (he public

hotel room for less than an
hour
The corporation official
said if he had thought about
the proposal seriously "I
might have rejected it myself "
GENEEN SAID he was
not aware that Broe was
head of CIA clandestine
operations in Latin America
when they met in 1970 at the
suggestion of John A
McCone. a former CIA
director and an ITT board
member.
Broe testified last week
that Geneen offered to make
a substantial contribution to
a CIA-controlled election
fund for Jorge Alessandri.
the presidential candidate of
the conservative Nationalist
Party
The CIA official said he

"I BET 99 per cent of the
Americans who came here

DUE TO POPULAR DEMAND WE

APARTMENT
COME OVER AND SEE ONE TODAY!
OFFICE AT 400 NAPOLEON RD. - PH. 352-9135
OPEN TILL 8 P.M. MON.-THUR, TILL 5 FRL, TILL 3 SAT.

SPRING
SALE
Come in and check our
Spring Mark Downs

•
•

Robert C. Winzeler, 56. of
Montpelier, a University
trustee, died Friday, March
16. in Naples, Fla. Ke suffered a heart attack Monday, March 11.
Winzeler was appointed to
the board in 1967 by former
Gov. James A. Rhodes.
He was president and
board chairman of Winzeler
Stamping Co. in Montpelier,
and a former state representative
It li not known when Gov.
Gllllgan will appoint a
replacement.

GET
3 LARGE COKES FREE

FOR THE PRICE OF ONE BATH

•

Trustee dies

HE SAID HIS father, a
well-known
Springfield
attorney, was "shattered"
when he heard his son was
fleeing to Canada
"1 love my dad and he
loves me But it was hard
for him to understand
"As far as I am concerned, amnesty is a nonissue. I made a choice. If I
chose Canada instead of
Vietnam, then I have committed myself I made a
choice It is done Why. then
should I be able to come
home again ""
Glenn Mazer. 25. is a
gifted young concert pianist
from Dayton who now performs in Toronto and
leaches piano at the Tyerson
Institute
He's been here since 19B8
as a draft evadei and said.
"Sometimes I get the feeling
that a lot of people in Ohm
think we'll just come
running back as soon as amnesty is granted

TUESDAY NIGHT

OF A TWO FULL BATH APARTMENT

•

SUBCOMMITTEE chairman Frank Church (DIdahoi asked Geneen
whether " it is proper for any
large corporation to offer a
substantial sum to the CIA
for a covert plan."
Geneen replied: "They
will know what the government policy is and will
operate in accord with it...
Geneen added that "all
that ITT did was to present

its views, concerns, and
ideas to various depart
menta of the U.S. government

BOB HICKS. 25. of Springfield hides out in Canada, f.'e
said he is a deserter from
the U.S. Army He has been
in Toronto since April 20.
1970. He intends to stay the
rest of his life.
"I couldn't live with myself if I went back and gave
up a country that was with
me when I needed it" he
said
He doesn't believe there
should ever be an amnesty
for Vietnam war deserters.
Hicks took a break from
his J17U a week job at
Toronto's public library to
talk about his past, his life
now, and his future.

WINTHROP TERRACE SOUTH
ARE AGAIN OFFERING OUR SPECIAL

•
•
•
•

rejected the offer.
A year after the Marxist
took office the government
appropriated ITT's 70 per
cent interest in the Chile
Telephone Co., which ITT
said was worth about 1152
million
Geneen said "the bulk" of
the purpose of his discussion
with Broe "was to find out
what was happening in
Chile

Saxbe (R-Ohioi has called
draft dodgers "dogs."

New Coordinates - 30% to 40% off
Knit Smock Tops - reg. S12-N0W $6.99
Scoop Neck body suits - reg. $8-N0W $4.99
Long denim robe (short sleeve)
reg. '7.50-NOW »4.99
Group of Summer Skirts, Slacks, Shorts, Tops
Reduced 40%, 50% and 75% OFF
Bathing Suits (odds and ends)
reg. $22, '24-NOW *4.99
Demi Bras (Lace) reg. $7.00-NOW $3.49
New Linen and Straw Shoulder Bags
(Assorted Colors) - s5.99
525™..

She ffWrt &uff H

DOMINO'S
With the order of any
large pizza
For the best Pizzas
Delivered Hot, Fast and Free

Call 352-5221

1972 - 1973
Distinguished Teaching Awards
WHAT: Selection of the outstanding professor in each of 6 divisions within the University.
WHO CAN NOMINATE: Any student,
faculty member or administrator.
TEACHER AWARD QUALIFICATIONS: Must
be a full time faculty member for at least
three years with a minimum of two
sections taught during the preceding FallWinter quartern It is the responsibility of
the nominator to submit the name of
teachers who meet these standards.
Criteria "A". Effective performance as a
teacher including teaching techniques,
advisement and report with students.
"B" Enrichment of instruction through
scholarship.
5IND TOt M*rfc Itiwwl

Classifieds get results
wmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmnmmmmmmmmmmm{m\mm\mmmwmmt»&

c/o Stwdant Body Organization
403 Stvdant Sarvka* Sulldlng

because of the war will stay
I think the people in the U.S.
have a built-in ego
problem," he said. "They
think their way is the best
and only way. You live in
Canada awhile and you find
it's a pretty good promised
land"
Christ Sheehan. a 24year-old draft dodger from
Chillicothe. said: "I once
thought I would go to jail instead of going to war. but I
got married, and my wife
became pregnant, and
Canada was the only alter-

Talks describe
seven cultures
A series of seven lectures
on non-western culture
begins today with a talk on
education in Ceylon.
The first lecture will be
given by Ernest Champion,
a teaching fellow from
Ceylon. It will begin at 3
p in in 203 Hayes Hall.
Lectures on other countries not familiar to the western world will be given on
each succeeding Tuesday
through May 15 at the same
time in 203 Hayes Hall.
The series is sponsored by
the World Student Association and the Experimental
Studies Office.

native I could see."
Richard
Weakley's
mother wants him to come
home for her funeral
Weakley. 26. came to
Canada from his home in
Columbus to evade the draft
five years ago.
"It's unlikely I will return
home for anything, including
her funeral." he said.
With friends they discussed the problems of
adjusting if war exiles ever
are able to go home.
"We have this plan." said
one.' You see a draft dodger
returns to America, but not
to his own hometown. Ke
tells everyone he is a recently released prisoner of
war. and says, I just don't
want to talk about it.'"
The small group of exiles
laughed.

Applications
Student teaching applications for winter
quarter 1974 must be
made Monday, April »,
in the Dogwood Suite.
Union.
Required meetings
for applicants will be
held every hour from 15pm

Scientist to discuss
computer contributions
Dr Karl Zinn. research scientist for the Center for
Research on Learning and Teaching at the University of
Michigan, will give two speeches tomorrow on the
instructional use of computers
Dr Zinn will speak on "Programming Languages for
Instructional Use of Computers" at a computer science
colloquium at 4 pm. in 112 Life Science Bldg.
At 8 p in he will speak at an Association for Computing
Machinery lACMl meeting in 112 Business Administration
Bldg
HIS EVENING discussion will be on "Computer Science
Contributions to Use of Computers in the Instructional
Process "
Dr Zinn's talks are sponsored by the computer science
department and the local student ACM chapter.

Delta Tau Delta
Rush Party
Tonight 7-9 P.M.
Movies and Refreshments
Come meet the brothers
and Little sisses!

Delta Tau Delta House
New Fraternity Row

DEXTER
Combo of Brown & Tan
and Blue & Cray

iiKtassr
Mort-Fri 11-9
Sat 10-6

StaejwPlaa
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Unwritten History (for Joyce Carol Oates)
By Tom De Haven
■. 1 awake, suddenly, from a dream and, once
"astir, cannot reform it I am blank
'■ 1 stand in the living room coat closet, the
closet door open just a crack It is dark in here,
dream-dark, but 1 am not dreaming I breathe
■Slowly, my breath animating the wire hangers
like mobiles above a space heater I press the
Hat sides ol the razor blade between my left
thumb and forefinger the blade is so thin, so
insignilicant that, for a moment. I think maybe 1
.have dropped it in the dark, that there is nothing
;between my lingers No. I have it
: Island and wait
: Now I hear the uneven scrape of her flats on
•the walk outside, the pop of her purse opening,
•keys jangling, smooth metal coitus of her key in
•the lock, dull shoving of her shoulder against the
Jlront door Blindly. 1 move my left hand above
!iny right wrist, the razor above my veins The
llronl door swings in and she is framed in the
.'door jam - a Irozen moment - backgrounded
! by an awkwardly heavy gray sky and a brittle
'. cabbage-head ol orange leaves the old tree on
'• our Iron! lawn strikes me now as being strangely
•.intrusive, somehow wrong, like an ancient commemorative object marking an event irretrievably lost in history She stands in the doorway,
eyes blinking, breath riflling her cheeks
Win iv this woman'.'
I stand stockslill in the closet, waiting for her
to set down her groceries on the table, to per
junctorily shrug off her jacket and walk towards
inc. hidden away in the living room closet I wait
for the perlect moment to draw the razor clean
Iv across im wrist

Why am I doing this'.'
Now she puts down the groceries, adjiutl
several soup cans at the top ol the sack for balance, then steps into the living room, draping
her black raincoat over the arm ol the Morris
chair I watch She sinks into the chair, rolls her
eyes liquidly in their sockets, her tongue looks
thick and dark as it slides Irom her mouth over
her underlip. like a seal
Now she see it' (In the table next to her I
squeeze the blade between my fingers and press
yt down lightly on my wrist She picks up my nole
»t;and begins to read it Suddenly. I expect her
KCACS to drop Irom her head plop into her lap. two
VJioavy silver pmballs
y No. Ihcy do not drop She rolls her head over
i«hc back ol the chair Why do you do these cruel
^things', she asks and her voice is pared and
Avoid, but I loci she must be speaking through
>ionie strange stomatic pores in her left thumb.
J-since that is her only discemable bodily move•Jflient thumb moving in small circles at the botWOffl of my suicide note.

3

I drop the razor blade and step Irom the closet.
;•;
I m sorry." I say
£. Why do you do these things lately''." she
Xasks. beginning to cry
•'• I m sorry." I say
•'.
I don I understand.' she says
£ I awoke uneasily from a dream and. once
:-.istir. could not reform it.
■ I carefully peel back the blankets and sheets

Irommj bod) as though skinning an animal I am
not truly convinced is dead I sit up She is
breathing heavily ocsiue me in tne bed I cannot
-co her but I smell the strange, gassy odor of
b.idy heat, like llesh smoldering, little blue
llames kerneling her pores 1 get out of bed.
•landing, extending my arms, patting the black
air in Iron! ol me, Marching blindly for the
bureau

I lindil.
Uingeri) open bottom drawer, feel around for
wax) rags herelhe) are! Next to the rags the
Stilt-haired slim-brush I take it out and carelully shut the drawei Sil down on the floor, slide
my shoos Irom under the bill Listen
I begin
to brush my shoes wish. wish, wish-wish-wish,
wish, wish wish wish-wish wish
The hghl snaps on she is kneeling up in the
boil, staring at mo. walleyed, one hand cataleptioally Mat over hoi breast
">ou scared me half-to-death." she cries
iii rathlcssf)
Shining nn shoes.' I explain, holding up one
nxliiril by the heel Now I drop my chin and say
into im chest
I in sorT)
What is happening"
I stand In the living room coat closet Ihc
closel door is slightly ajar
I .li ive into the city and park the car on a side
street in the old. run-down theater neighborhood I got i>nI .mil begin walking, hands dug
dccpl) in mi coal pockets Up and down Ihc
same streets, occasionally glancing over my
shoulder, walking slbwl) expectantly, past v
rated cinemas and taverns with over-full gal
vamxed Irash cans lined up in front, the side
walks thick with broken glass and old newspapers the shingles ol tenement houses painted
thickly with fantastic names and authoritative
expletives I walk

Why am I here?
M) o\o- .no starting I" ache Irom looking so
hard at everything
•

What am I looking for"
I walk with a nervous, tentative smile on my
mouth, I suddenly loci like an adolescent slumming lor a whore, not knowing, really, how to
identify a whore and hoping she approaches
first I pass a pharmacy and stop my heart suddenl\ leaps painfull) in my chest. 1 lean against
Ihc pharmac) aindow and scrape the toe of one
shoo across the iron grill imbedded in the sidewalk Glance down through the grill several
yellowed political leaflets, bottle tops, broken
glass and a soiled Spaulding punchball
What am I doing here?
tcroM the Street, a woman steps groggily
|„„„ ., |,IV,.,„

Why do 1 feel lhal I know her?
She pulls a tan knit hat down over her ears and
abruptly wipe* the back ol her hand across her
lorehcad She looks brielly across at me. then
turns down the block I follow her with my eyes.
I dun 1 know her. vel I lool that I should From

and rain-puckered show posters, shows that
have long since folded and been forgotten

somewhere From where' I press my face
against the pharmacy window, the counterman
inside is staring back at mo. I see my close
reflection in the glass

Who is this man?
I am tTightened 1 clutch the collar of my jacket with ni> list and turn away and quickly return
to my car I drive home
1 drive into the city and park the car in a Kinne\ garage in the old. run down theater neighborhood
She is soundly asleep in the bedroom. 1 sit at
the kitchen table, having coffee and writing
notes b) UlC circumscribed light of a Tensor
lamp The linoleum Moor is littered with dozens
ol false starts, balled-up pieces ol paper that
look curiously velutinous in the hall-light beyond the Tensor circle The col loo tastes metallic, dime) M> gums are sore and dry
I write

I had a dream
Nn giind. now It's down on the lloor with the

others
Ai of lale I am a different man. I am not the
maa that yoa knew. I am not the maa that I
knew I don't know why.

Why aaa I bare?
1 sit down on a bench and fold my arms around
mysell I am cold and discomfited and several
weeks ago I was jolted awake from a dream.
i inked my head in my hands trying in vain to recall it. an inchoate film of clammy moisture
high up on my lorehcad, under a rumpled fringe
ol hair I lay back down, pillow cool and crisp beneath my head when it should have been warm
What time was It? 1 could not remember the
dream and in the morning the milk-softened
breakfast cereal looked like brown scabs floating in an unclean bluish-white sludge and 1
looked up at my wife sitting across from me and
did not recognize her. Who was she?
I slill cannot remember the dream
I look up Someone is approaching from the far
end ol (he platlorm. a young, unfamiliar woman, walking slowly, onerously, leaning forward
Irom the waist, then rolling back with her
Shoulders. Humming, perhaps singing, but if she
is singing I cant understand any of the words —
perhaps it is a loreign song I see her face now
I'lain. unoccupied, strangely apologetic She is
«oanng a long, shapeless dress, its front spattoied and stained with dried blood, but perhaps
it is just oil or mud The stains are like a psychiatrist's Itorschach test. I watch her, unafraid: she is a projection, a film, she cannot be

aware of me!
She is no longer singing
She comes and stands in front of me, she is
backgrounded by the oslcological ruins of the
railroad yard — the chaotic maze of old track:
brittle bones picked ciean of all flesh: tlie rusted
Ireight cars, the boarded-up tower, the dangling
twin signals straddling the main track She
shakes her long, oily hair away from her face
and over one shoulder Her homely face is embarrassed, apologetic, afraid She. too. does not
understand why she has been driven from her
lite by a single dream.
Driven here to me and I to her

WHY?
W e do nol speak She scrapes her underlip with
her Iront teeth - the amplified sound of blood
pulsing in veins and ventricles 1 should rise, but
instead I continue to clutch myself, although I
am no longer cold She virgmally folds her hands
small, opalescent fish - over her stomach
and cautiously lowers her eyes
And I. I open my hands in a gesture that is both
penitent and absolvent
1 beg yean* faffglvawcas,
llergtveya*).
She smiles with a liberated, unrehearsed sensuality, then turns her back and gazes out
toward the railroad yard, her hair calmly tunneling down her back like a spatulate leaf. I
cradle my head in my folded arms: It Is over.

II is still nol iighl'

1 awohe. terrified, from a dream aad, once
astir, could not reform It. 1 do not know what It
was, by i It has chaaged my life.
She will nol understand and. really, how could
I expect her lo?
Finally. I write in nn most legibly rounded
hand

One Morning

•

1 have ewly tt.nejfrhan. -,—r ...

M

"-•»»l« >f»»Jllfc' or re. t I es.
leave. My We has hfaaat very ear
ill.
battrac.
I rise IroVn the table and fold ami carry the
note into the bedrooni Lay it on my pillow and
quietl) go out into the living room and take my
jacket from a hanger in the coat closet The
hangCI drops to the floor I turn off the Tensor
I,nop and leave the house It is cold out There is
a plethoric pile ol charcoal clouds squat on the
lace ol the moon As 1 walk, my shoes crush and
scatter, with a sharp cellophane sound, the crisp
loaves on the sidewalk I climb the hill and leave
the neighborhood, still not knowing why.
Instinctively, I walk to the old tratnyards and.
although I know that trains no longer run
through this town, begin climbing the crumbling concrete stops to the platform, tightly gripping one hand around the rusted pipe that serves
as a railing Standing on the platform now. grazing tits eyes loosely over all the tracks, limped,
intersecting and sli .ught -ahead, a hundred yards
around, the diluted moonlight sour on the rails,
the shiftless patches ol grass and weeds mghtbloomlng between lies I turn around and quickly
run my eyes up and down the slationwall lorn

What shall 1 build today"" he asked his wife.
"You've always wanted a sewing table and an oak nightstand

You promised me more than that," she replied.
What if I ask you to carve a son or daughter with features
like our own and a wood stain the same as our flesh?"

You're joking You know I never practice such arts.
Sculpture and painting are not my labors.

But you've made rocking horses and husk dolls, each time
more like a real horse or person than the time before."

"Yes But those were gifts, things built with joy and understanding.

That doesn't matter. We're close enough to imagine
a wooden child crying for milk, whimpering in a cold draft,
squirming when it wets during the night."

"You are serious."

We can adopt a wooden child as easy as have one
ol our own. I've been thinking. This way we could see
if we want children of our own later on."

%
It sounds logical What made you think of it?"

' Lately I ve had dreams. A child out in the fields, covered
with mud. bleeding, not because the birds peck its arms. legs.
or face, but when it sees a bird land between stalks.
I can't tell whether the child is a girl or boy. or if
the child is ours. I only see it laying between rows of corn.
bleeding when it sees a crow or grackle land nearby "

"Why haven't you told me before?"

it sounds so foolish, but if you build a son or daughter,
we can care for it like our own. No one will know, my dreams
won't know the difference. If I keep having dreams
after the child is carved, sanded, painted, polished and loved,
then we'll know never to have children of our own. Do you
understand?"

Only that this sounds crazy But if you think it will help.
1 have the perfect tree in mind. There's a longleaf pine
behind the house. I think it has just the girth and grain
we'll need."
He stood from the table, pulled on his boots and gloves, and left the house carrying a
saw under his arm. When he reached the pinelree he looked back at his young wife
standing at the corner of the woodshed, her hands crossed over her apron, praying he
thought, or thinking of the child that would come of this Her eyes followed every
stroke of the blade which moved like the bow of a fiddle, sinking into the wood Soon
the tree began to creak, tilt backwards, twisted sideways and fell to the ground. She
felt a surge of blood rush through her body and pulsate in her neck' and face. They
stood silent for a long time, staring at the dead tree, thinking of a name.
Lilkme A.S. Fernandas

Steve Crowe
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My Uncle Reads Lips

He likes women, he can read
them up or down,
he reads all their lips,

the taste of mint, lips
that flap like windy sheets,
he reads the lips of ringing bells,
the dry volcanic craters.

He is a vulture, all lips
are his prey, the lips
of wounds, the oily lips
of condiment jars, he loves
labrets that decorate
secret African lips.

He speaks with orchids,
snapdragons.

He knows the difference between
what and why in how he sees
the flick of a tongue.
When I sing he reads my throat.

Combat
I atwayi lest
my childhood fights
• ■(•pi for the lime

Dara Wier

I beat Tim Tierney
by rubbing snow
in hit toe.
and th* lime

Time It Heovy

I slammed Pot Sullivan's
hood on Ihe concrete

II you hove cried
in the midnight hour.
live minutet bolero the gong

and tho timo
David Betgor i father walchod

You have been to Mount Sinai.

and yelled to him
lekktkmelntheballs

Underttand that the world it vatt

And at collogo

and many crutadet/euphemitmt of
civilirahon Christian Mar. Mno

I wot on probation onco
lor lighting ovor a girl

monotonet ol varying
oppressive ideologies.

and I wrottlod with John Wathburn

You cry in the hour ol

because ho wroto luck
in ilm polish

decition/60 minutes

on my now t-thirt

11:55 s pregnant paint individuals reluso to
join in the sadness, smiles of the crowd,

and Stovo and I fought onco

empty laces
ginger-bread people

ovor tomolhing inconsequential

baked by Ciars, Kings, Queens
Presidents, Prime minrsters

and on tho intramural f Mild
I got into many light!

and gods
Cry and be

lor God and lambda Chi Alpha

eternally crucified.
We know the greater sorrow;

and I wondered

over due labor
and unbroken water.

when I ever would grow up
Jee Herkert
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James E. Williamson

The Vase of Life
beaches, and ■ shoreline covered with stunted
tenacious range grass; the land around the lake,
lunar and desolate Many tunes while passing
hands.
through the terrain. Ins wile hail commented,
And all its sides already understands.
''such huleous country!*'
There, girt, one breathes alert for tome groat
Hut once it had been his whole life, hunting;
anil since then, no success, no triumph had even
race;
come close to matching what he had known on
Whoto road runt far by lands and fruitful
that lake Years had passed through his life, anil
space ....
only memorial ol the lake came hack to him in
dark, secret moments at night Not wife, not
-Daniel Gabriel Rottetti
children, not job could intrude like the thought of
the lake

Around the vote of life at your slow pace

Ho ha* not crept, but tutned it with hit

The Vase of Life
Sam Maddux
The girl had whined to go since the night before The wile stood now in the kitchen watching with pensive eyes "You wouldn't have any
lun." the father said "Daddy's just going to go
there and kick around -besides there arc
snakes "
"I don't care daddy. I'd stay close. 1 would. I
promise, she said, her voice rising with hope,
as it it was only the thought of snakes in her
daddy's mind that prevented her from going
"No. honey, daddy's going alone Maybe next
time '
He passed into the kitchen and the back door.
She smiled, but he could tell she did not understand why he had to go alone "Leaving us both
home lor the whole day?' she had inquired in
that catching voice of hers. She was right too.
they never did things like this, always they went
with him All except to this place that had become so important to him.
PASSING FROM HOUSE to car. he became
aware of how bright the morning was. There was
a pleasant chill in the air that was always refreshing in late August.
Keeling somewhat giddy and apprehensive, he
drove through the city and reached the on-ramp.
It was such a familiar drive for him. even with
the new six-lane freeway The lake was forty
miles away, lying there, waiting among the flat,
yellow sheet grass and wind-driven wheat fields
The land would be deserted this time of year.
There would be traces of life—ranches and
farms far off in the haze, sitting under remote
and angular poplar trees, even the graded roads
But he would leave all that behind.
Such a lonely time, the last days of summer
Soon they would be leaving for still another
place, another job—a future that was somehow
becoming more meaningless to him. Each year
he was drawn further away, and each year he
felt a greater need to return
IT WAS A duck-hunting lake of his youth, flat
and dull, with reed islands, rocky inhospitable

Dark dawns, adrift in a world of punt boats; the
hollow banging of decoys, the muted creaking of
oars, the metallic ferocious echo ol bolts slamming shut

In an hour he made the oll-ramp thai took him
into the little town and to the old highway He
drove slowly down the empty streets, trying to
savor sumething. make some connection that
had once been his It wasn't enough, for him to
ask himself how many tunes he had done (his
Hut as he passed, that was the only ineludible
thought that wavered through his mind

AT THE END of the town a stretch of the
cracked highway began and he speeded up He
remembered this stretch the dangerous part
in winter They used to pass a thriving Texaco
station at the edge ol town, which now stood in
ruins, and see the mangled wrecks that had been
pulled in li "in the previous day
Hut it appeared that no one used the old high
way much anymore he would drive fast, as if
the land and what was in it were his The next to
the last turn-off. a gray county road, stretched
straight between the rolling loess wheat fields
and the lava scab rock range land a division of
such disparite lands, a paradoxical border Borders, a sudden meeting place, the beginning and
ending Such a dilemma! He was reminded of
how the county road had been such a dangerous
place too On the highway, the traffic made foolish and unforgivable mistakes, but the dirt road
waited for the lone driver, its loose gravel deceiving and hypnotic, stretching flatly away As
he drove, he felt the impassive earth underneath
the car giving way. but yet magnetically sucking at the wheels, constantly drawing them to
the shoulders and the ditch, where the car. if
caught, would tear and plow through the sheet
grass, gravel and dirt in one quick explosion
Miles later he reached the barely visible road
that led out into the scab rock For a moment he
hesitated and glanced in the rearview mirror, as
it there were someone unseen behind him won-

dering what he was doing going down this road in
Vugust! Reassured, he turned onto the familiar
road and drove with patient, jolting skill among
the deep nils ol the mad

HE PARKED ABOVE the lake He made a
ceremony ol preparing for his walk His duck
and goose calls on strings, the lashion ol skilled
hunters, he hung around Ins neck He put a candy
bar and ,i snake bite kit i would he ever be able to
make iwo quarter-inch deep cuts?), and a small
camera in a small kit lug lie was determined to
take some pictures thai was important Then
he opened the trunk and brought out his walking
stick, a gardening tool, ,i hoe lork combination
he thought would make a good slalt and snake
gettet
Hi' had parked along a fence line The lake sat
below him, five hundred yards in the distance
lie could see tlieu- were 'lo ducks on it. but he
could make out the dark bobbing dots ol a small
Hock ul geese \s soon as he went over the
lence. the) flushed, honking wildly, flying lowout into the scab rock Maybe later, it he was
lucky . they would return and he would be able to
call them over to linn
He walked directly to the shore and stood looking down into the water A few feet out from the
beach the rock) bottom disappeared into the
murky water There was nothing to see in the
water but still he fell leheved . . .

THERE WAS A MILD southwest breeze
rippling the water Over that he kept hearing an
unfamiliar gurgling sound It wasn't until later
when he walked around Ihe far shore to the old
point blind where they used to hunt that he discovered the noise was made by schooling carp in
the shallows. Iheir mouths jutting from the
water, their armor scaled backs moving
rhythmically sucking water in unison, ritualistically The eerie sound sent shivers up his
back, and not knowing, he hoped it was the wind
blowing through the reeds
Standing along the shore like this, shouldn't he
hear other sounds coming across the years? Like
in the movies, of echoing laughter'' He tried to
recall those moments, the exhiliration . .

Red-faeed. together hunting, laughing wildly,
joined in common purpose. The brutal
cold withstanding hours of it- Then coming
back to the car cold, hungry. happy.

In the mild sun. he walked along the shore
slowly He toll that if he walked slowly, he could
tind other living things acting out some strange
procession before him. relating something to

bun alone He deserved that, didn't he. for coming here, making this pilgrimage'' But if he
could just discover something, maybe a decoy or
even a goose decoy head He remembered how
easily they could float off in a hard wind
He walked lor a long time and then came to
where the creek left the lake in a slow, muddy
meandering A sluice-gate blocked the creek so
just a trickle ol water moved through it Across
Ihe top ol Ihe gate a myriad of beautiful yellow
and black spiders sal rock still in gleaming
webs, seemingly content to wait—watching
him" He continued across the dam and along the

far shore
Continually, his eyes searched the water and
Ihe rocky, barren shore He came upon the dung
ol a coyote and rolled it over with his hoe fork.
The whole thing was a mass ol legs and wings
Urasshoppers? He didn't know that coyotes ate
grasshoppers It seemed so undignified, a coyote chasing a grasshopper Finally, he reached
Ihe rock blind that jutted out into the water that
the) had called the point blind He sat for a long
tune It was familiar, but so different. But he
knew he belonged here

HE ATE HIS CANDY bar and buried the
wrapper Then he took out the camera and began taking pictures of the blind, the blind and the
lake together, then the lake and the land beyond It was good to know he had them.
Then for what seemed a long time he sat. waiting, not knowing for what except maybe for
something to fly. because that was what hunting
had been too—waiting for a flock far off. coming closer and closer. He waited with the sound
ol the waves lapping against the rock blind, a relentless reminder.
Eventually, he retraced his steps back to the
car As he neared the car. he suddenly thought of
something In the trunk he found a beer bottle
and some masking tape he had bought for the
coming trip. He cleaned the bottle and then
slowly rolled the masking tape around it mummy fashion.
With a pen he had found in the glove compartment he wrote the year on the bottle, going over
and over the numbers until they were dark and
bold They wouldn't come off in a hundred years.
He began to get excited; a sense of urgency
came over him First he took all the coins from
his pockets He had three fairly new dimes, four
pennies and a quarter The quarter was the newest, but it wouldn't fit down the neck. He would
tape that on the top as a stopper. He took out his
wallet Inside were an old hunting license, an
out-dated union card, and a frayed ad from a university paper—an ad from a man in a penitentiary who had wanted a pen pal. He had always
meant to write but never had gotten around to it.

He scribbled his name and where he had been
teaching that year on the margins

HE WAS ABOUT to tape the top up when he
stopped and went back and rummaged in the
glove compartment He found a scrap of paper,
went back and straightened it out on the trunk
Then he wrote his name, his age. and a short sentence on why he buried the bottle Then, in
jerky, wavering lines, he wrote

For me this is the center. I want to be buried
here

He rolled up the note and poked it into the
bottle With painstaking care, he taped the quarter on the top. Along the fence near one of the
posts he began to dig As he did. a flood of
thoughts went through his mind He remembered as a grade schooler how his whole class
had once buried a glass jar with all their names
in it under a shrub in front of the school. Then for
a moment he thought about the huge time capsules that federal officials bury with all the
micro-filmed effects of this society. But it all
seemed remote from him. from what bad been
his reality. He sweated as he shoveled the dirt
with a piece of fence post.
An old tanner in a pick-up truck could come
along and find him
"What you doing there?" smug and grizzlelaced, looking down at the hole from the window, then to him. then glancing at the license
plate of his car.

WOULD HE REPLY. " Burying a bottle."
A bottle, huh.''
The thought made him more determined. He
felt as if a powerful shaft were going directly
through him and into the hole. He placed the bottle into the hole and carefully covered it up. A
sense of calm came over him. He tamped the
earth down and threw dust and grass over the
spot.
Now he only had to face the ride back, the
graveled road, the old highway, the freeway, and
beyond .. other highways . .. other towns. That
bottle
he would return and nothing mattered
now.
He straightened up. flicked the last bit of dust
off. took one last look at the lake. Far off it shimmered in the bright afternoon beat. He got into
the car and drove carefully back out the dusty,
rutted road. He thought of his wife and daughter. Would they understand? But it didn't matter, not now anyway. Ahead, be saw the graveled
road.
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Night Bridge Fisherman
By Richard Bailey
One could see even in the marshlight of nightlime that he was an old man The shoulders
sloping in softly rounded arches from neck to
hands The hands holding each with their own
certainty in one. a fishingpole steady in its
oblique angularity to the bridge, to the horizon's
sky and to the old man's ambling gait: the other
hand held from a length of cord a minnie pot
lashioned of dark wet wood
It took the old man several trips from car to
bridge and back again to bring all of the things
he needed When this was done he stood there on
the bridge and lor a few moments watched the
blackness ol the water move in the channel. His
bail was squid and it was neatly wrapped in
thick lolds ol white oil paper With a rusty knile
he slit the tape and the white folds fell open exposing the squid in its frozen pose the tenacles
in awkward disarray to its natural medium
which I lowed beneath, the cold black eyes set
forever upon their final vision, the trawler's net
THIS WAS. as the old man would tell you. A
North Atlantic squid A lover of cold water and
like the old man a night mover Taking the squid
in his hand he placed it in a pail of water and
slowly began to massage the coldness away
[ran the rigid llesh As the Mesh softened there
came to the old man's mind the image of a win
HI > sea and the silhouettes of great ocean fish.
This was real bait, thought the old man.
A quick lateral incision filleted the torso and
ilion with a short chop a thick ribbon of flesh was
severed from the rest The bait was ready
It did not matter to old George that the squid
was seldom taken, nor did it matter that it appeared imiii.ii i ill when at the end of the night he
reeled it in tieorge liked squid He liked the rich
pungent odor as it drilled humid and heavy in the
night air Its leathery toughness meant only for
the instinctive hunger of great ocean fish God
damn this was bait, thought George, and he
would he ready il the great fish came.
TOE MASSIVE hook, half the size of his hand,
with point and barb filed to an old man's precise
vision ol sharpness, issued no conversation for
the other night bridge fishermen With the darkness ol sky and the ambler slowness of cedar
water, a bridge is a very small place Arguments are resolved quickly, there are other
bridges But the hook existed just the same,
embedded in an awareness ol unspoken words
that the lishcrmen silently shared.
Jesse waited until George had cut the squid,
waited until the great hook had been baited and
then belore the line was thrown he came up
slowly to stand beside George to watch the pole

Standing together
before the world
the poet and the teacher
hurled
the lot of their wisdom
forth.
Spring came anyway.
Susan Hauser

rise up and rear back, the heavy sinker pulling
down, and then the easy swing; the line and
weight moving only a moment later, high and
last in the air. far out into the river.
Krom out of pocket Jesse brought forth a bottle, the seal broken, a taste or two taken, and set
it between them on the railing. George turned
from where the line fell into the water, took the
bottle to his lips, nodded to Jesse and drank
Thank you cousin." George said
How you doing George''" Jesse said to get
the lirst words out of the way.
KAR OUT INTO the river and then further
still the river grew wide and then wider and then
it entered the bay But the bay was only the river
waiting, gathered together and given a stillness
belore it reached the ocean Breakwater where
river and bay and ocean were one. winds gusting Irom gale to lull, the tide certain in its strong
pull between two points of land, sandbars sifting
out Irom their lee side beaches, choppy waves of
water moving in all directions and the wind
growing stronger and more steady, the waves
now larger, their crests smoother, their troughs
deeper and rolling up — pausing with a shift of
balance — sliding down and quickly up. lifted
higher and higher, beyond the land, beyond the
breakwater and into the ocean The ocean.
tieorge handed the bottle back to Jesse and
then pulled the minnie pot up from the river.
Keaching into the live maze of fish he unseeingh cornered a minnie and gently encircled it with
his lingers The little body twisted and bended to
be Iree but the hold was sure and the point of the
hook penetrated and then appeared on the other
side with only the smallest drop of blood seeping Irom the wound Impaled and hanging from
the hook the iish still lived just as it was meant
to do The position ol the hook and the violent
death dance were determined and done with the
singular purpose to lure fish and nothing more
II George ii'U remorse for the little fish it lasted
ml) a moment The fish smell was strong on
George s hands as he lifted the bottle again
Jesse. I'm going to get me a boat," George
said looking out towards the river.
"A boat eh'" said Jesse
"A wooden boat." said George and then
pausing "A wooden boat with a cabin where a
person could stay when it rained and be warm
and dry."
"How big is it going to be" asked Jesse
"I ain't exactly sure. But it will have to be big
enough for the ocean."
"The ocean." said Jesse "Have to be pretty big
for the ocean won't it?"
"Pretty big I guess I ain't never been in the
ocean but I intend to. and in wooden boat with a
cabin. It'll have to have a high bow and good
high sides I don't want to be wet you
understand."
"The ocean George. You know anything about
the ocean, about navigating and that stuff? And
storms, you think about them and not seeing any
land around or nothing? Not me. George. I like
this bridge, that river and those marshes. I
don't want nothing to do with the ocean But a
boat, George, a boat would be nice for the
river.
"Out in the ocean in the nighttime; drinking a
little whiskey now and then in the darkness:
watching the black waves of water rise and fall
around you. Sleeping out there in the ocean,
warm in the cabin. Then in the morning cooking
eggs and if its cold or the wind was blowing hard
I would make hot tea."
"II'd be nice. George." said Jesse
"Yeah." said George, "it would be fine."

JESSE HAD the first hit: a quick tug and then
the line went slack.
"A bite. George, a small one but a bite." said
Jesse
"Take your time. Jesse, take your time.
"Another tug and this one was stronger He took
his time, letting the fish decide and then the fish
was sure, the line tightened and began to razor
thru the water a sharp jerk and the hook was
set I got him ... I got him now Hows he feeP
Is he any size can you tell'' "I got him now.
George I got him."
Jesse reeled in the line quickly as is often the
way with the first fish the excitement, the need
to see the Iish. just to know there are really fish
somewhere in that water It was a small fish,
maybe hall a pound at most
' A perch. Jesse" Is that what it is''" asked
George
' A snapper blue, a little one "
A wooden boat you say. eh George'' A wooden
boat I could see it." he said as he took another
drink from the bottle. "Goddamn wooden boat
with a cabin and moving slow up and down the
river making bridges open Making them damn
bridges open and maybe stopping and talking
with the lishcrmen and then trolling away with
those high pole sticking out I never done no
trolling. George But I could see it," said Jesse
We could troll all we wanted Ain't nobody to
SB) you or 1 can I troll when we got our own
boat And when we're done trolling, when we got
all the trolling we want out our system, then
we'd just stop Anywhere Throw the anchor
over And that where we'd be Sky. water, and

waiting lor nighttime Good living. Jesse Hood
living " said George
AS THE NIGHT AOED, a coolness from the
ocean rolled in over the still, warm river A mist
rose Irom the place where the sky ended, where
the sky reached down and met the earth upon
this river at nighttime A soft white log that was
neither sky nor river enfolded the bridge and
made all sounds sweetly muted and corners
smoothly molded There on the bridge one concorned himself with only those things very near
Goddamn that's good whiskey." said George
But why the hell." asked Jesse, "why the hell
would you have to go out in the ocean? I could
sec all the rest ol it. George But the ocean at
night scares me The mean ain't nothing to fool
with When you're in the ocean you're in the
ocean Period Sooner or later if you stay in the
ocean you drown And even belore you reach the
bottom some Iish is going to eat you And not
just a little of you but all of you your fingers,
your eves, all ol your face . the ocean ain't
nothing to tool with I'm telling you ' You re a
damn old woman Jesse When you're dead
you re dead What do you think you're going to
care that the Iish are eating you. that you'll be
oohing and aahing up in heaven'' You ass!
"Ill NOT TALKING about dying, Jesse. I'm
talking about a boat and I'm talking about the
ocean and Goddamn Jesse if I have to I'll go
without you, said George Well I got lobe sure
don I I" asked Jesse
Perhaps it was the sweet blackness ol the
summer s nighttime but to tieorge the whiskey
lasted ol all the places he had never been and it

lasted ol the cedar marshes, the cotton softness
ol I hi' log. and the sure easy flow of the river beneath him Sure
it ain't got a damn thing to
"In with being sure! Everything is sure, everything is certain The roads are all laid out, just
lotion the signs Sooner or later sure You ain't
got. Jesse, to be sure, all you got is to do it. Not
talking about it. you understand, not being sure
about it. you understand, just doing it. Jesse,
doing it Otherwise it don't never happen. It's
just a wooden boat that you don't have, a bridge
in the nighttime with two pieces of marsh," said
George
"What if that is enough for me. what then?" asked Jesse
Then don't talk to me Don't be bringing your
damn whiskey down this end of the bridge.
Don't be begging an old man to take you trolling
when the time comes and don't force me to use
my knife to loosen the grip you got on that
bottle Pand it over "
"I just don't know sometimes." said Jesse.
"It's alright whatever it is. and if it's being sure
than that's alright too.
THEY si IHII) THERE in the darkness and
now and again other fishermen would hear their
voices Then when it was lime George took the
rod which had rested silently propped against
the railing and reeled the line in. The squid.
palely luminescent with its wetness, still hung
Irom the great hook With his knife George cut
the squid loose and then tossed it into the river.
Even I ram up on the bridge where he could not
so- il. he knew that the squid was moving on the
tide, moving out to sea

Like Every Sunday at Pistol Creek
By Helen A Eastwood
It was a typical winter-spring sort of day -a
bit nippy, but the noon sun was finally beginning
to melt the early morning ice puddles Even
though my fingers felt more thawed out today
than they had been for the past few months, it
wasn't difficult to see that the tightly bunched
clouds were not going to surrender the winter to
the spring very easily But the world still
seemed radiant today, as though a long struggle
had ended, and the earth was the proud and
handsome victor And that's all that seemed to
matter to me Unfortunately though, this Sunday, like every Sunday, was not completely free
Irom responsibility. No matter how warm my
fingertips felt, or how silvery everything
appeared. I knew that there was another week
ol lettuce chopping and baked bean burning
ahead of me. The new week's schedule was waiting to be examined by all its Pistol Creek Steak
House employees.
1 HAD ALREADY decided to check it early, so
that I could spend the rest of my time with the
day So with my English Wellingtons, and my
waterproof ski pants on. I casually slid and
splashed my way to the restaurant. When I
arrived there. I gently twisted the door Knob and
noticed it was unlocked, so instead of knocking, I
walked through the main doorway, into the guest
hall, and continued through the saloon-like flapping doors, into the main dining hall This was
the room I worked in the room where my salad

A Senior Reflects on Four Years-Thai when a student's grade in a course depends on his having a certain opinion, that's the opinion

was served, my wild-west" beans were eaten,
and my deep Iried chicken was enjoyed This
was the room where people came from all over
the village to eat the "deal of a lifetime" steaks
las advertised in the local Bay Village newspaper! And now there was no one. little light,
and a room lull of silence The only hint of light
at all. was a few stray sun-rays that had seeped
through the smoked stained curtains Even the
thick wood panelling, once glowing in the scattered oil lamp reflections, served only as walls
to enclose the silence and drabness. The flashy
red and while checked tablecloths now looked
soiled and colorless in the dark I felt like I was
in some science fiction movie, groping through
someone's kidney or liver. All I wanted to do
was escape from this monotonous stillness and
gloom
1 DECIDED to quickly check the schedule in
the kitchen and flee from this nightmare, but as
I turned around I heard a distinct "click". The
silence was dissolved and for some reason instead of feeling afraid, I felt relieved - relieved
Irom the nothingness, the pressure ol being
alone. I turned back and saw him It was the
janitor sipping on a cup of coffee. I'd seen him
belore. washing the restaurant walls, but I'd
never really noticed him as I saw him now— a
broad shouldered. Lenny. Of Mice and Men sort
of man who could protect me from being alone I
iouldn t distinguish his face, to see if he was
looking at me. so I just blurted out a. "HI", and

continued, more fluently, on my way towards
the kitchen As I was checking the schedule to
discover how many days would be spent working. I felt a huge black shadow wrap around me.
Again I turned around only to see a football
player like chest staring me back. As I followed
his chest to his face. I couldn't help but notice
his eye. wandering helplessly around in its
socket Flashes of panic streamed up my spine
and all I wanted was to run. Then in a Piccolo
tone ol voice, the janitor asked me. "When do
you work''"' Worms, hundreds of worms
squirmed through my body— and I ran. I ran out
the doors and into the street until I felt safe:
sale Irom a man. a giant man with a lazy eye,
and I ran

es-In
Widen Your Whore-Eyes-:
that ax point pick it up
by your stars find the rock
chip it
birds
Phil Smith __

orthings wish hadknownwhen wasa,reshman
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That it's easier to send a man to the moon than add or drop a class.

he will have.
That the atheist who believes in man and not God is closer to God than the church-goer who believes
That happiness is living in a two bathroom apartment and using your roommate's bathroom or towel

in God and laments man.

when he isn't around.
That the "no-Knock" law for the District of Columbia also applies to dormitories.
That heroin in Vietnam is better than heroin in the U.S. because it's government inspected.
That Chairman Mao's "little red book of thoughts" is now more popular than the bible.
That a free offer is usually the most expensive.
That a pearl on a girl's finger doesn't always mean she's taken.
That friends who are made quickly often fade in the stretch.
That there's no such thing as a conservative position, just conservatives with a position.
That nobody can misunderstand a freshman, (soph., junior, senior, etc.) as much as the people who
know him.

That Paul McCartney's nice boyish image was exactly that.
That nobody has the power to hurt or help us as much as we think.

That the best person to borrow from is one who doesn't have much.
That the term opportunist refers to an undertaker at My Lai.
That television commercials are just as bad as the shows they sponsor.
That girls who have the. greatest bodies wear the most and vice a versa.
That Hugh Hefner doesn't really like sex.
That the term old timer refers to a twelve year old junkie in Harlem.
That American cities are uninhabitable except by the very rich and the very poor.
That a man isn't judged by what he knows, but by how he wears it.
That the cynic is good-hearted beneath his facade while the nice-guy is flint-hearted beneath his.
That a liberal education is what you've got left after you've forgotten what you learned.
That happiness is dating one girl for sex and another for companionship because you can't find both
i qualities in one person.

Richard E.Kowieski
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My Uncle Reads Lips

He likes women, he can read
them up or down,
he reads all their lips.
the taste of mint, lips
that flap like windy sheets,
he reads the lips of ringing bells,
the dry volcanic craters.
He is a vulture, all lips
are his prey, the lips
of wounds, the oily lips
of condiment jars, he loves
labrets that decorate
secret African lips.
He speaks with orchids,
snapdragons.
He knows the difference between
what and why in how he sees
the flick of a tongue.
When I sing he reads my throat.

Combat
I olwayi lest
my childhood fights
• icept for Ihe time

Dara Wier

I beat Tim Tierney
by rubbing snow
in hn lac*
and Itw lima

Time Is Heavy

I slommed Pat Sullivan »
head on tho concroto

If you have cried
in the midnight hour,

and tho lime
David Betger i father watched

five minutes before the gong
You have been to Mount Sinai.

and yelled to him
lo lock me in ih. boils

Understand that the world is vost

And at college

and many crusodes/euphomrsms of
civilualion chrntian Mai* Mao

I wot on probation once
for fighting over a girl

oppressive ideologies.

and I wreiiled with John Wothburn

You cry in the hour of

monotones of varying

because he wrote fuck
inihoe polish

decision/60 minutes
11 55 i pregnant pains individuals refuse to
join in the sodness. smiles of the crowd,
empty faces

on my new t-thirt
and Steve and I fought once
over something inconsequential

ginger-bread people
baked by Ciors. Kings. Queens

and on tho intramural field

Presidents, Prime ministers
and gods.
Cry and bo

I got into many fights
for God and lambda Chi Alpha

eternally crucified.
We know the greater sorrow

and I wondered
when I ever would grow up
Joe Herbert

over due labor
and unbroken water.

ri*mmwR<§iBX?ti'jiiumA\t ofiil.■*■..-. >., v
■abort Jambock

James I. Williamson

The Vase of Life
Around the vase of life at your slow pace

beaches, and a shoreline covered with stunted

dering what !»■ was doing going down this road in

Ho ha* not crept, but turned it with his

tenackMU range (trass, the land around the lake,
lunar and desolate Many tunes while passing
through the terrain, his wife had commented.

August! Reassured, he turned onto the familiar
road ami drove with patient, joliing skill among
ihe deep ruts ol the road

hands,
And all its sides already understands.
There, girt, one breathes alert for some great
rote;
Whose road runs far by sands and fruitful
space....
--Daniel Gabriel Rossetti

The Vase of Life
Sam Maddux
The girl had whined to go since the night belore The wife stood now in the kitchen watching with pensive eyes. "You wouldn't have any
tun. ' the father said Daddy's just going to go
there and kick around -besides there are
snakes "
"I don't care daddy. Id stay close. I would. I
promise." she said, her voice rising with hope,
as if it was only the thought of snakes in her
daddy's mind that prevented her from going
"No. honey, daddy's going alone Maybe next
time "
He passed into the kitchen and the back door
She smiled, hut he could tel! she did not understand why he had to go alone "leaving us both
home for the whole day?" she had inquired in
that catching voice of hers. She was right too,
they never did things like this, always they went
with him All except to this place that had become so important to him.
PASSING FROM HOUSE to car. he became
aware of how bright the morning was There was
a pleasant chill in the air that was always refreshing in late August
Keeling somewhat giddy and apprehensive, he
drove through the city and reached the on-ramp.
It was such a familiar drive for him. even with
the new six-lane freeway. The lake was forty
miles away, lying there, waiting among the flat,
yellow sheet grass and wind-driven wheat fields
The land would be deserted this time of year.
There would be traces of life—ranches and
farms far off in the haze, sitting under remote
and angular poplar trees, even the graded roads.
But he would leave all that behind
Such a lonely time, the last days of summer.
Soon they would be leaving for still another
place, another job—a future that was somehow
becoming more meaningless to him. Each year
he was drawn further away, and each year he
felt a greater need to return.
IT WAS A dock-hunting lake of his youth, flat
and dull, with reed islands, rocky inhospitable

such hideous country!"
But once it had been Ins whole life, hunting;
and since then, no success, no triumph had even
come close to matching what he had known on
that lake Years had passed through his life, .mil
only memories ol the lake came back to him in
dark, secret moments at night Not wile, not
children, not job could intrude like the thought ol
the lake
Dark dawns, adrilt in a world ol punt bouts; the
hollow bunging ol drcuys. the muled creaking ol
oars, the metallic ferocious echo of bolts slamming shut.
In an hour he made the off-ramp that took him
into the little town and to (he old highway lie
drove slowly down the empty Streets, trying to
savor something, make some connection that
had once been his It wasn't enough lor him to
ask himsell how many times he had done this
But as he passed, that was the only ineludible
thought that wavered through his mind
AT THK END of the town a stretch of the
cracked highway began and he speeded up lie
remembered this stretch the dangerous part
in winter They used to pass a thriving Texaco
station at the edge of town, which now stood in
ruins, and see the mangled wrecks that had been
pulled in from the previous day
But it appeared that no one used the old high
way much anymore he would drive last, as if
the land and what was in it were his 1'he next to
the last turn-off. a gray county road, stretched
straight between the rolling loess wheat fields
and the lava scab rock range land a division ol
such dispante lands, a paradoxical border Borders, a sudden meeting place, the beginning and
ending Such a dilemma' He was reminded ol
how the county road had been such a dangerous
place loo On the highway, the traffic made foolish and unforgivable mistakes, but the dirt road
waited for the lone driver, its loose gravel deceiving and hypnotic, stretching flatly away. As
he drove, he felt the impassive earth underneath
the car giving way. but yet magnetically sucking at the wheels, constantly drawing them to
the shoulders and the ditch, where the car. if
caught, would tear and plow through the sheet
grass, gravel and dirt in one quick explosion
Miles later he reached the barely visible road
that led out into the scab rock For a moment he
hesitated and glanced in the rearview mirror, as
il there were someone unseen behind him won-

UK PARKED ABOVE the lake He made a
ceremony ol preparing lor his walk His duck
anil goose calls on strings, Ihe lashion of skilled
hunters, he hung around Ins neck lie put a candy
bat and a snake bite kil t would he ever be able to
make two quarter Inch deep cuts "I. and a small
camera in a small kii bag lie was determined lo
lake sonic pictures that was important Then
he opened the trunk and brought out his walking
siiek. a gardening tool, a hoe lork combination
he though! would make a good stall and snakegetter
He had parked along a fence lino The lake sat
below him. live hundred yards in Ihe distance
He could see there were no ducks on it. but he
could make oul the dark bobbing dots ol a small
Hock ol geese \s soon as he went over the
lence, Ihe) Hushed, honking wildly, flying low
out Into the scab rock Maybe later, it he was
lucky they would return and he would be able to
call them over to him
lb' walked directly to Ihe shore and slood looking down inio the water A lew feet out from Ihe

beach llic rocky bottom disappeared into the
murky water There was nothing to see in the
water bill still he tell relieved . .
THERE WAS \ MILD southwest breeze
rippling Ihe water Over that he kept hearing an
unfamiliar gurgling sound It wasn't until later
when lie walked around Ihe far shore to the old
point blind where they used to hunt that he discovered the noise was made by schooling carp in
the shallows, their mouths jutting trom the
water, their armor scaled backs moving
rhythmically sucking water in unison, ntualistically The eerie sound sent shivers up his
back and not knowing, he hoped it was the wind
blowing through the reeds
Standing along the shore like this, shouldn't he
hear other sounds coming across the years0 Like
in the movies, ot echoing laughter'' He tried to
recall those moments, the exhiliration ...
Red-faced, together hunting, laughing wildly,
joined in common purpose. The brutal
cold—withstanding hours of it. Then coming
back lo the car cold, hungry, happy.
In the mild sun. he walked along the shore
slowly He tell that if he walked slowly, he could
lind other living things acting out some strange
procession before him. relating something to

him alone He deserved that, didn't he. for coming here, making this pilgrimage'' But if he
could just discover something, maybe a decoy or
even a goose decoy head He remembered how
easily they could float off in a hard wind.
He walked lor a long time and then came to
where the creek left the lake in a slow, muddy
meandering A sluice-gate blocked the creek so
just a trickle ol water moved through it Across
the lop ol the gate a myriad of beautiful yellow
and black spiders sat rock still in gleaming
webs, seemingly content to wait—watching
linn" He continued across the dam and along the
I.ii shole

Continually, his eyes searched the water and
Ihe rocky, barren shore. He came upon the dung
ol a coyote and rolled it over with his hoe fork
The whole thing was a mass of legs and wings
Grasshoppers? He didn't know that coyotes ate
grasshoppers It seemed so undignified, a coyote chasing a grasshopper. Finally, he reached
the rock blind that jutted out into the water that
they had called the point blind. He sat for a long
tune It was familiar, but so different But he
knew he belonged here.
ill MI: HIS CANDY bar and buried the
wrapper Then he took out the camera and began taking pictures ol the blind, the blind and the
lake together, then the lake and the land he
yond II was good to know he had them.
Then lor what seemed a long time he sat. waiting, not knowing for what except maybe for
something lo fly. because that was what hunting
had been too—waiting for a flock far off. coming closer and closer He waited with the sound
ol Ihe waves lapping against the rock blind, a relentless reminder
Eventually, he retraced his steps back to the
ear As he neared the car. he suddenly thought of
something In the trunk he found a beer bottle
and some masking tape he had bought for the
coming trip He cleaned the bottle and then
slowly rolled the masking tape around it mummy fashion
With a pen he had found in the glove compartment he wrote the year on the bottle, going over
and over the numbers until they were dark and
bold They wouldn't come off in a hundred years.
He began to get excited; a sense of urgency
came over him First he took all the coins from
his pockets. He had three fairly new dimes, four
pennies and a quarter. The quarter was the newest, but it wouldn't fit down the neck. He would
tape that on the top as a stopper. He took out his
wallet Inside were an old hunting license, an
out-dated union card, and a frayed ad from a university paper—an ad from a man in a penitentiary who had wanted a pen pal. He had always
meant to write but never had gotten around to it.

He scribbled his name and where he had been
leaching that year on the margins
HE WAS ABOCT to tape the top up when he
slopped and went back and rummaged in the
glove compartment He found a scrap of paper,
went back and straightened it out on the trunk
Then he wrote his name, his age. and a short sentence on why he buried the bottle. Then, in
jerky, wavering lines, he wrote:
For me this is Ihe center I want to be buried
here
He rolled up the note and poked it into the
bottle With painstaking care, he taped the quarter on the top Along the fence near one of the
posts he began to dig. As he did. a flood of
thoughts went through his mind. He remembered as a grade schooler how his whole class
had once buried a glass jar with all their names
in it under a shrub in front of the school Then for
a moment he thought about the huge time capsules that federal officials bury with all the
micro-filmed effects of this society But it all
seemed remote from him. from what bad been
his reality. He sweated as he shoveled the dirt
with a piece of fence post.
An old farmer in a pick-up truck could come
along and find him
"What you doing there?" smug and grizzlelaced, looking down at the hole from the window, then to him. then glancing at the license
plate of his car.
WOULD HE REPLY, " Burying a bottle."
A bottle, huh."
The thought made him more determined He
felt as if a powerful shaft were going directly
through him and into the hole. He placed the bottle into the hole and carefully covered it up. A
sense of calm came over him. He tamped the
earth down and threw dust and grass over the
spot
Now he only had to face the ride back, the
graveled road, the old highway, the freeway, and
beyond
other highways . .. other towns. That
bottle
he would return and nothing mattered
now
He straightened up, flicked the last bit of dust
oil took one last look at the lake Far off it shimmered in the bright afternoon beat. He got into
Ihe car and drove carefully back out the dusty,
rutted road. He thought of his wife and daughter Would they understand? But it didn't matter, not now anyway. Ahead, be saw the graveled
road.
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Night Bridge Fisherman
By Richard Bailey
One could see even in the marshlight of nighttime that he was an old man. The shoulders
sloping in snltly rounded arches from neck to
hands The hands holding each with their own
certainty in one. a fishingpole steady in its
oblique angularity to the bridge, to the horizon's
sky and to the old man's ambling gait; the other
hand held from a length of cord a minnie pot
lashioned of dark wet wood.
It took the old man several trips from car to
bridge and back again to bring all of the things
he needed When this was done he stood there on
the bridge and for a few moments watched the
blackness of the water move in the channel His
bail was squid and it was neatly wrapped in
thick lolds of white oil paper With a rusty knife
he slit the tape and the white folds fell open exposing the squid in its frozen pose the tenacles
in awkward disarray to its natural medium
which Mowed beneath, the cold black eyes set
lorcvcr upon their final vision, the trawler's net

THIS WAS. as the old man would tell you. A
>.<>rlh Atlantic squid A lover of cold water and
like the old man a night mover Taking the squid
in his hand he placed it in a pail of water and
slowly began to massage the coldness away
[ram the rigid flesh As the flesh softened there
came lo the old man's mind the image of a winiri s sea and ihc silhouettes ol great ocean fish
This was real bail, thought the old man
A quick lateral incision filleted the torso and
(hen with a short chop a thick ribbon of flesh was
severed from the rest The bait was ready.
II did not matter to old George that the squid
was seldom taken, nor did it matter that it appeared unmarred when at the end of the night he
reeled it in George liked squid He liked the rich
pungent odor as il drilled humid and heavy in the
nighl air Its leathery toughness meant only for
the instinctive hunger of great ocean fish God
damn this was bail, thought George, and he
would be ready it the great fish came.

TIIK M ASSIVE hook, hall the size of his hand,
with point and barb filed to an old man's precise
vision ol sharpness, issued no conversation for
the other nighl bridge fishermen With the darkness ol sky and the ambler slowness of cedar
water, a bridge is a very small place Argument are resolved quickly, there are other
bridges But the hook existed just the same,
embedded in an awareness ol unspoken words
that the lishermen silently shared
JeiM waited until George had cut the squid,
waited until the great hook had been baited and
then belore the line was thrown he came up
slowly In stand beside George to watch the pole

Standing together
before the world
the poet and the teacher
hurled
the lot of their wisdom
forth.
Spring came anyway.
Susan Hauser

rise up and rear back, the heavy sinker pulling
down, and then the easy swing, the line and
weight moving only a moment later, high and
last in the air. far out into the river.
I- mm out of pocket Jesse brought forth a bottle, the seal broken, a taste or two taken, and set
il between them on the railing George turned
[rom where the line fell into the water, took the
bottle to his lips, nodded to Jesse and drank
Thank you cousin. "George said
How you doing George?" Jesse said to get
the 111 si words out of the way
FAR OUT INTO the river and then further
still the river grew wide and then wider and then
il entered the bay But the bay was only the river
waiting, gathered together and given a stillness
belore it reached the ocean. Breakwater where
river and bay and ocean were one, winds gusting 111 nil gale to lull, the tide certain in its strong
pull between two points of land, sandbars sifting
out from their lee side beaches, choppy waves of
water moving in all directions and the wind
growing stronger and more steady, the waves
now larger, their crests smoother, their troughs
deeper and rolling up - pausing with a shift of
balance — sliding down and quickly up. lifted
higher and higher, beyond the land, beyond the
breakwater and into the ocean The ocean.
George handed the bottle back to Jesse and
then pulled the minnie pot up from the river
Keaching into the live maze of fish he unseeingly cornered a minnie and gently encircled it with
his lingers The little body twisted and bended lb
be tree but the hold was sure and the point of the
hook penetrated and then appeared on the other
side with only the smallest drop of blood seeping I rom the wound Impaled and hanging from
the hook the fish still lived just as it was meant
10 do The position ol the hook and the violent
death dance were determined and done with the
singular purpose lo lure fish and nothing more
11 George, lell remorse for the little fish it lasted
only a moment The fish smell was strong on
George's hands as he lifted the bottle again
Jesse. I'm going to gel me a boat.'' George
said looking out towards the river.
A boat eh'' said Jesse
"A wooden boat.'' said George and then
pausing "A wooden boat with a cabin where a
person could stay when it rained and be warm
and dry."
"How big is it going to be?" asked Jesse
"I ain't exactly sure. But it will have to be big
enough for the ocean."
"The ocean," said Jesse. "Have lo be pretty big
for the ocean won't it?"
"Pretty big I guess I ain't never been in the
ocean but I intend to. and in wooden boat with a
cabin. It'll have to have a high bow and good
high sides I don't want to be wet you
understand "
"The ocean George You know anything about
the ocean, about navigating and that stuff? And
storms, you think about them and not seeing any
land around or nothing? Not me, George. I like
this bridge, that river and those marshes I
don't want nothing to do with the ocean. But a
boat. George, a boat would be nice for the
river."
"Out in the ocean in the nighttime; drinking a
little whiskey now and then in the darkness;
watching the black waves of water rise and fall
around you Sleeping out there in the ocean,
warm in the cabin Then in the morning cooking
eggs and if its cold or the wind was blowing hard
I would make hot tea."
ltd be nice. George," said Jesse.
"Yeah." said George, "it would be fine."

JESSE HAD the first hit I a quick tug and then
the line went slack
"A bite. George, a small one but a bite," said
Jesse.
"Take your time, Jesse, take your time.
"Another tug and this one was stronger He took
his time, letting the fish decide and then the fish
was sure, the line tightened and began to razor
thru the water
a sharp jerk and the hook was
set I got him ... I got him now Hows he (eel?
Il he any size can you tell'' "I got him now.
George I got him "
Jesse reeled in the line quickly as is olten the
way with the (irst fish the excitement, the need
to see the lish. just to know there are really fish
somewhere in that water II was a small fish,
maybe hall a pound at most
' A perch. Jesse'' Is that what it is''" asked
George
A snapper blue, a little one "

A wooden boat you say, eh George? A wooden
boat 1 could see it," he said as he took another
drink from the bottle "Goddamn wooden boat
with a cabin and moving slow up and down the
river making bridges open Making them damn
bridges open and maybe stopping and talking
with the lishermen and then trolling away with
those high pole sticking out I never done no
trolling. George. But I could sir it." said Jesse
We could troll all we wanted Ain't nobody to
say you or I can't troll when we got our own
boat And when we're done trolling, when we got
.ill the trolling we want Out our system, then
we'd just stop Anywhere Throw the anchor
over And that where we'd be Sky, water, and

waiting lor nighttime Good living. Jesse Good
living said George

AS THE NIGHT AGED, a coolness from the
ocean rolled in over the still, warm river A mist
rose [rom the place where the sky ended, where
the sky reached down and met the earth upon
this river al nighttime A soft white fog (hat was
neither sky nor river enfolded the bridge and
made all sounds swee'ly muted and corners
smoothly molded There on the bridge one concerned himsell with only those things very near
Goddamn that's good whiskey." said George
"Bill why the hell." asked Jesse, why the hell
would you have to go out in the ocean? I could
ICC all the rest ol it. George Hut the ocean at
nighl scares me. The ocean ain't nothing lo lool
with When you're in the ocean you're in the
ocean Period Sooner or later il you slay in the
ocean you drown And even before you reach the
bottom some lish is going lo eat you And not
just a little of you but all of you your fingers,
your eyes, all ol your face
the ocean ami
nothing to lool with I'm telling you " "You're a
damn old woman Jesse When you're dead
you re dead What do you think you're going to
(ire thai the lish are eating you. that you'll be
oohing and aahing up in heaven? You ass'
"I'M NOT TALKING about dying. Jesse I'm
talking aboul a boat ami I'm talking ahoul the
ocean and Goddamn Jesse if I have to I'll go
witluiul you."' said George "Well I gol lo be sure
don I I?" asked Jesse
Perhaps it was (he sweel blackness ol the
summer s nighttime bul to George Ihe whiskey
tasted ol all Ihe places be had never been and it

tasted ol the cedar marshes, the cotton softness
ol the log. and Ihe sure easy flow of the river beneath him Sure
it ain't got a damn thing to
do with being sure! Everything is sure, everything is certain The roads are all laid out. just
loUow Ihe signs Sooner or later sure You ain't
got. Jesse, to be sure, all you got is to do it. Not
talking about it. you understand, not being sure
■bout il. you understand; just doing it, Jesse,
doing it Otherwise it don't never happen. It's
jusl a wooden boat that you don't have, a bridge
in the nighttime with two pieces of marsh," said
George
What if that is enough for me. what then?" •
asked Jesse
"Then don't talk to me Don't be bringing your
damn whiskey down this end of the bridge.
Don't be begging an old man to take you trolling
when the time comes and don't force me to use
my knife to loosen the grip you got on that
bottle Hand it over."
I jusl don't know sometimes." said Jesse.
"It's alright whatever it is. and if it's being sure
than that's alright too
THEY ST(K)I) 1 ill KK in the darkness and
now and again other fishermen would hear their
voices Then when it was time George took the
rod which had rested silently propped against
Ihe railing and reeled Ihe line in. The squid,
palely luminescent with its wetness, still hung
Irom the great hook With his knife George cut
the squid loose and then tossed it into the river.
Even I rom up on the bridge where he could not
see il. he knew that the squid was moving on the
tide, moving out to sea

Like Every Sunday at Pistol Creek
By Helen A Eastwood
It was a typical winter-spring sort of day—a
bit nippy, but the noon sun was finally beginning
to melt the early morning ice puddles Even
though my fingers felt more thawed out today
than they had been for the past few months, it
wasn't difficult to see that Ihe tightly bunched
clouds were not going to surrender the winter to
the spring very easily But the world still
seemed radiant today, as though a long struggle
had ended, and the earth was the proud and
handsome victor And that's all that seemed lo
matter to me Unfortunately though, this Sunday, like every Sunday, was not completely free
Irom responsibility No matter how warm my
lingertips fell, or how silvery everything
appeared. I knew that there was another week
ol lettuce chopping and baked bean burning
ahead of me. The new week's schedule was wailing lo be examined by all its Pistol Creek Steak
House employees
1 HAD ALREADY decided to check it early, so
that I could spend the rest of my time with the
day So with my English Wellingtons, and my
waterproof ski pants on. I casually slid and
splashed my way to the restaurant. When I
arrived there. 1 gently twisted the door knob and
noticed it was unlocked, so instead of knocking, I
walked through the main doorway, into the guest
hall, and continued through the saloon-like flapping doors, into the main dining hall. This was
Ihe room I worked in - the room where my salad

A Senior Reflects on Four Years-That whan a student's grade in a course depends on his having a certain opinion, that's the opinion

was served, my "wild-west" beans were ealen,
and my deep fried chicken was enjoyed. This
was Ihe room where people came from all over
the village lo eat Ihe "deal of a lifetime" steaks
las advertised in (he local Bay Village news
paper) And now there was no one. little light,
and a room lull ol silence The only hint of light
at all, was a few stray sun-rays that had seeped
through the smoked stained curtains Even the
thick wood panelling, once glowing in the scattered oil lamp reflections, served only as walls
to enclose the silence and drabness The flashy
red and white checked tablecloths now looked
■Oiled and colorless in the dark I fell like I was
in some science fiction movie, groping through
someone's kidney or liver. All 1 wanted to do
was escape from this monotonous stillness and
gloom
I DECIDED to quickly check the schedule in
the kitchen and flee from this nightmare, but as
I turned around I heard a distinct "click". The
silence was dissolved and for some reason instead of feeling afraid. I felt relieved relieved
Irom the nothingness, the pressure of being
alone I turned back and saw him II was the
janitor sipping on a cup of coffee, I'd seen him
belore. washing the restaurant walls, but I'd
never really noticed him as I saw him now— a
broad shouldered. I .mm Of Mice and Men sort
ol man who could protect me from being alone. I
couldn't distinguish his (ace. (0 see if he was
looking al me, so I just blurted out a. "Hi", and

continued, more (luently. on my way towards
the kitchen As I was checking the schedule to
discover how many days would be spent working. I felt a huge black shadow wrap around me.
Again 1 turned around only to see a football
player like chest staring me back. As I followed
Ins chest to his (ace. I couldn't help but notice
his eye. wandering helplessly around in its
socket Flashes ol panic streamed up my spine
and all I wanted was to run Then in a Piccolo
lone of voice, the janitor asked me, "When do
you work?" Worms, hundreds o( worms
squirmed through my body— and I ran. I ran out
the 1I11111 s and into the street until I felt safe;
sale Irom a man. a giant man with a lazy eye,
and 1 ran

Widen Your Whore-Eyes-In
that ax point pick it up
by your stars find the rock
chip it
birds
Phil Smith __

orthin s wish hadknownwhen wasa,reshman

e■

■

'

That it's easier to send a man to the moon than add or drop a class.

he will have.
That the atheist who believes in man and not God is closer to God than the church-goer who believes
That happiness is living in a two bathroom apartment and using your roommate's bathroom or towel

in God and laments man.

when he isn't around.
That the "no-Knock" law for the District of Columbia also applies to dormitories.
That heroin in Vietnam is better than heroin in the U.S. because it's government inspected.
That Chairman Mao's "little red book of thoughts" is now more popular than the bible.
That a free offer is usually the most expensive.
That a pearl on a girl's finger doesn't always mean she's taken.
That friends who are made quickly often fade in the stretch.
That there's no such thing as a conservative position, just conservatives with a position.
That nobody can misunderstand a freshman, (soph., junior, senior, etc.) as much as the people who
know him.

That Paul McCartney's nice boyish image was exactly that.
That nobody has the power to hurt or help us as much as we think.

That the best person to borrow from is one who doesn't have much.
That the term opportunist refers to an undertaker at My Lai.
That television commercials ace just as bad as the shows they sponsor.
That girls who have the. greatest bodies wear the most and vice a versa.
That Hugh Hefner doesn't really like sex.
That the term old timer refers to a twelve year old junkie in Harlem.
That American cities are uninhabitable except by the very rich and the very poor.
That a man isn't judged by what he knows, but by how he wears it.
That the cynic is good-hearted beneath his facade while the nice-guy is flint-hearted beneath his.
That a liberal education is what you've got left after you've forgotten what you learned.
I'

That happiness is dating one girl far sex and another for companionship because you can't find both
(qualities in one person.

Richard E. Kowieski
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thera or*
hales in the wails.
there IS a
hole in her haad.
there are
hole, in OUR head.
emptine..
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I

from lha
hole in her haad
into tha
hole, in aor head.
until we

f
I
a
w
through tha
hole, in tha walls.
and than,
there ara hole.
and emptine..
and empti
Robert Jambock

Locking Doors
By Sam Koperwas
"Look at this chest,

That's a chest

hi'said to her alter snup

Karsul spread his shut open

and measured a clump ol hair [ram between the
hullons
Like a bear.'' he said. Stretching it
along his thick linger
I'oppy don't do that."
It's just hair, he said He pushed aside his
collar and smoothed the growth ol wiry strands
along the back ol his shoulder
Some forest,
huh' Karsul pulled a lew black hairs between
his nails and then smoothed them down again
I'oppy please don't do that
He leaned back in the chair, stretching all ten
lingers in Iront ol his face like a big animal testing its claws "Oh. I feel fine today A real good
day
INK DAI i.ll I Kit shook his empty soup bowl
into the sink, scraping the slabs ol yellowish lat
into the disposal without looking at them The
lubber gloves she hitched up higher at her
elbows, and the sink whirred in Iront ol her as
the water was sucked down in a whirlpool
I'm ready lor some more now." he told her
The best stull lor you. that's what it is Pro
terns She lilted the lid to the pot. looking in and
then letting it drop into place again, rinsing her
gloved lingers under the faucet Karsul sntfted
the air in Iront ol him
A dollar a bite, that
stull You're a good kid " She watched the
llames beneath the pot. rubbing her fingernails
through the gloves. :ind the two ol them were
silent lor awhile. Karsul with his hands Hat on

tl»' placcmat in Iront ol him.
I'm soi i v ii youi old man Isn'l such a smooth
talker It gels rough lor you. I know " She
watched the llames and then let the water run in
the sink over her lingers This is a rough thing
lor both ol us " She said nothing to her father,
moving her hands, squeaking the gloves, turn
ing them over and over in the water

WHEN THE MEAT was done she shut oil the
g.is anil reached lor his plate
Yoll don't have to serve me." he said to her
Hi,inks lor (unking it, hill you don't have to do
am more and then with a smile. "Go listen to
your records Go ahead Play them as loud as
you want, your old man isn't going to mind." but
she motioned him back into the chair 1 said I
was going to serve you. she whispered
Karsul wet the hair on the back of his hand,
tun hug strands together in a spiral as she dug
the meat mil with a lork. serving it to him. placing it on the mat in front of him with her eyes
turned away so that the lamb's head faced up at
Karsul, the broiled eyes staring up into his own
Then she sat next to her father at the table

"MO AHEAD POPPY."
Look, I know you don I like this You don t
have to MI here
I moka) Poppy
It s just a piece ol meal You're supposed to
eat It, it s healthy It's lood That's what lood

Howling Green Winter

I I am blinded by the sun reflecting
oil Kounders quadrangle
W inter melanged by cold drift
Williams Hall is still sleeping its
eternal sleep
And here we sutler in beerlessness

II Canuck plays in the snow while I drink
col lee inside
leaving illusion in the pedals of my bike
Central heating substitutes blood circulation
While the rile ol spring is remote like a rolling stone

III Synthesizing radio news with biscuit
Silence Bombs tailing on
707 3rd Street because we didn't
Negotiate honestly with the northern
Ohio Telephone Company
So now the place is bleak and barren

IV. And in Sao Paolo it is summer
Jim Uickson i America)
Edmundo Farolan i Asia i
Benno Sigmlzer (Europe I
Trausti Steinsson I North Pole I

(lo ahead Kal It
I can I eat it il you're sitting right there
Look at you. you're all white You re gonna gel
sick any second, look at you
Tmokay i'(,ppy I'm going to watch."
Karsul moved his big hands hesitantly towards the knile and lork
I made il tor you. SUM (old him. 'Go ahead
■Jo on
He carved a piece olt the hack ol the head ami
chewed It
"Is it very good," she asked him
Its very good "
Hid I conk it right?" with a glint in her eye
like oil the barrel ol ■> rifle

A lew minutes later he rapped his knuckles on
il "It s getting late." he said "Hurry up what
you're doing. I've got a busy day today."
I in inherenow "
Well 1 have to go in."
Well you II go somewhere else then. I'm in
the bathroom now. You can't come in here if I'm
in the bathroom.
I've gotta get ready for work Will you come
nut already' '
I'm not coming out "
Thanks, he said "Slay in there." going
downstairs and fixing himself a breakfast belorc leaving for work "Stay in thereall you like
Thanks a lot."

YOl C(HIKKI) il just line You re a good
girl The lamb's head s.it shriveled in front of
Karsul. with a slight smile burnt into it like the
head of some ancient horse, or like an offering
being served It was brown and the ears were
pink, with brown towards the top where the
llames Iroin the oven had caught them
Is it the way you like if I broiled it and then I
cooked it Poppy, just like you said
Its just line " He cut a few more pieces for
himself and fell her watching him as he put
Ihem in his mouth Why don't you go honey''
Don t stay here
The eyes You used lo like the eyes best."
I dou I want it to be like this with us Come
on. leave me alone "
Kat the eves now Poppy You have to eat
them too

WHEN HE CAME home that evening the bathroom door was locked again
III wail." Karsul said to the door "Whenever you're ready "
It's going to be a long time."
Is that supposed lo mean something'' I don't
understand that kind ol talk " He lei his hands
roll into lists Are you mad about something?"
I'm just not coming out Poppy I've been in
here all day "
Karsul pounded the door with the palm ol his
hand You haven't been in there all day Now
come oul already You want people to think
you're nuts '
Not coming out I'oppy

Mi PRIED THE EYES OUT with a lork and
put them in his mouth one at a time.
Were the) good Poppy? Answer me."
They were line
Do you like Ihem best?"
Look what are you doing'' I'm eating here.
I in your father I don't need you to make me
Icel had Look .ii you, you're gonna get sick any
second, you screws kid Gel upstairs already
Go ahead, gel out ol here Leave me alone "
He woke up healing footsteps in the other
room that night, and Karsul put his big hands to
his ears, trying to cover up Ihe parts that would
hear any noise When he put his hands down
though, there were still the sounds outside his
Window to keep him awake, sounds of cars and
trea and the wind even though the footsteps
next door had stopped, footsteps which had
echoed through his room like Creeks inside the
eft) walls He tossed alone in Ihe big bed. tossing from his right side to the left, turning his
body in the cold room on his side ol the bed.

WHEN UK WAS AWAKE in the morning and
had pressed in the alarm. Earsul rubbed his
small, sleepy eyes, and yawned with his mouth
and arms opened wide, throwing back the covers
and pawing his hairy chest He grabbed his toes
and tell his back muscles ripple as he lolled back
and lorlh on the bed He lay lor awhile above the
covers with his hands at his side, in the middle ol
the big bed
W hen he got up. Karsul pulled a newly-pressed
shirt over his shoulders He left the shirt unbuttoned, tolding the Haps of the short sleeves so
that they pressed into Ihe round part of his muscle Then he opened the door lo his room and
tried the door to the adjoining bathroom, but
Karsul lound it locked
1 have to get going, he said to the door

"THEN STAY IN THERE." He listened with
his ear to the door, taking off his tie and shirt.
There were sweat rings under the arms of his
shirt and around the stomach, and Earsul let the
soggy shirt tall at the loot of the bathroom door.
There was lood missing downstairs." he said lo
the door You're not tooling anyone I know you
weren't in there all day "
I was so I took a shower and I took a bath
Then I read a little loo And I did my fingernails, sitting right here Now I can do what I
want Isn't that right I'oppy'' I can paint my fingcrmails red now. if that's what I want. There's
nobody lo tell me not to Isn't that right Poppy?
Because It's Just you and me Twoolus. And I'm
not coming out ol here "
"I'm still your lather." Earsul said. "And I'm
telling you to come out ol there I'm not asking
you. I in telling you You're supposed to be a
grown-up now. you re supposed to help me run
the house And you go lock yoursell in the bath
room
He slapped his open hand against the
door "Come out ol there."
"Not coming out Poppy I'm staying right
here I'm doing my lingernails right now."
When Earsul started down the stairs, lumbering with his big hands squeezed into fists, she
shouted after him. "1 have food in here too. Do
you hear me" I don't have to come out for anything "

"YOU'RE GONNA GET it." he shouted back
towards the door
I'm gonna bust that door
down 11 I have to. and then you're gonna get it
like you deserve." He started up the stairs and
pounded the wall with the side ol his fist.
And then you'll hurt me too." she said
through the door, her hands cupped at her
mouth, her voice deep-pitched and echoing, as
though she were hollering into a cave. Is that
what you've got planned? Well I'm not coming
out I'm staying right here Poppy."
"I'm your lather." he bellowed, pounding his

Kyla Kowale.ki

chest quickly with each syllable "You don't talk
to me like that You don't say things like (hat to
anybody You hear me'' That's no kind of talk."
Earsul ran his fingers through his hair and
muled ihe stubble on his face. Now come out
ol there Just lorget (his whole thing
Not coming out Poppy.''

HE KICKED THE DOOR and snarled at it
Get out of there."
"I've got lood and everything Poppy I'm doing my lingernails now loo."
It's the meat, isn't if It's because ol that
piece ol meat That's why you're doing this " He
put his ear to the door and tried to quiet his
breathing
Enough's enough." Earsul said
Now come on out of there belore I lose my temper
Will you hit me Ihen Poppy?" Her voice
came out soft and syrupy through the cracks of
the door, like the smell ol some wild honey, and
Karsul picked up his sweated work shirt, flinging it at Ihe door
"You bet I'm going to hit you." he shouted
"You bet I'm going to hit you." He beat against
the locked door with both hands.
The water Hushed in the bathroom, and
Hushed again soon alter that, and Karsul lei his
hands move slowly to cup his ears 'What are
you doing in there'' What's going on in there?"
The Hushing continued, the water draining
noisily down in a whirlpool as soon as it refilled
itself, and Earsul tugged at the doorknob and
shouted. You crazy kid. Wha( are you flushing
in there'.' Stop it Stop it right now "
He ran into his bedroom and slammed the door
behind him. I'm getting a belt." he screamed
through the wall "I'm getting a belt to whip you
with." as the toilet Hushed again Earsul listened until the water quieted, and then he
cracked the belt over his head "You hear that?
That s going to be your backside if you don't cut
that stull out You'd better not be flushing things
in there. I'm warning you. I'm not fooling now."

SHE PRESSED the handle down again and
Earsul smashed a lightbulb in the center of the
ceiling with his bell. "I'm gonna smash your
head." he told her. "I was going to say I was
sorry. I was gonna apologize to you—you hear
me ' but you're gonna get it now. No more talking I'm really gonna let you have it." Karsul
pulled his chest and kicked at the lock ol his bedroom door
You hear that? That's it. I ain't
leaving here till you come out. and then you're
gonna get whipped like nobody ever got whipped
belore I'm gonna beat the daylights out of you."
He slammed the belt buckle against his door
with both hands "Two can play this game. Stay
in there until you beg me to hit you. We'll see
who comes lirst. We'll see who's right."
He put his ear to the door and listened with his
shoulders hunched As soon as Earsul stopped
speaking the handle had cocked, she let the
water go down again, noisily, the only sound in
the house.
"You're gonna get killed, "he shouted.
Earsul put his ear to the wall and heard the
click as the handle in the other room went down,
then listened with his ear pressed tight, to the
fingers lapping on the porcelain, strumming
above the silver handle, like little red-capped
hunters waiting for their game. Earsul stalked
around the bedroom pounding his fist against
each of the walls
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Buildings honor prominent figures
By DtweJi Seeds
Staff Reporter
Who was Clayton G. Kohl?
Edwin L Moseley? Myrua
Reese Kanna? J.E. Shatiel"
Homer B. Williams?
All those people hold
special places in the
University's history and all
have a campus building
named after them.
In his 1967 'History of
Bowling Green State
.University
Dr. James
Overman, former dean of
faculties and one of the University's first faculty
members, described some
of the faculty and administrators who shaped the
University's future

TrM namti of many Univertity buildingt hav. a
history behind them. WWiamt Hall f> no .xt.pt ion
Tho building, now Homing officer wot named
aflor Or. Hemor B Williarm, tho first University
proMoont.

FOR INSTANCE, there
was Dr. Edwin L. Moseley.
a biologist and naturalist,
who often found students
lagging behind him on field
trips
The next day he would
quii his slow-moving
students with questions like,
What bird did we see after
we saw the squirrel?"
In 1951. the University's
science building was named
after Dr Moseley, the

University's first biology
instructor.
Dr. Homer B. Williams.
the first University
president, tried to
discourage the use of his
name for the first
dormitory, which was
originally called North
Dormitory.
But popular use of
Williams name by students
proved to be too strong, and
on March 17.1917, the Board
of Trustees made the name
Williams Hall official. The
building now houses offices
for the history, sociology
and political science departments.
A SECOND dormitory was
built in 1924 and named after
J.E. Shatiel. who served on
the Board of Trustees from
1914 to 1924 The building has
since been converted into
offices for the language
departments.
Kohl Hall, the first
dormitory for men, was
built in 1936 and named in
honor of Dr. Clayton C.
Kohl, former chairman of
the sociology department.
Panna Hall was originally
an elementary school for

grades one.through six The
classes were used as
laboratory experience for
University education
students.
On Sept. 11. 1959. the
Board of Trustees renamed
the building Hanna Hall in
honor of Myrna Reese
Hanna, the first woman
from Wood County to be
elected to the Ohio General
Assembly
Reese co-authored the
1929 bill changing the status
of the Bowling Green and
Kent institutions from
normal schools to colleges.
AT THE SAME meeting
the board changed the name
of the Practical Arts Bldg

"One of our first orders of
business will be arranging
for the early transport from
the Hanoi the remains of
those airmen killed when
their planes crashed or

those who died in captivity."
the US spokesman said
"The
Democratic
Republic of Vietnam i DRVi
knows exactly where the
bodies are buried For numbers of Americans that we
list missing, they are dead
and the DRV has their remains ."
HANOI HAS given the
United States a list of 55
American servicemen whom
North Vietnamese authorities said had died in captivity
The US. spokesman said
arrangements would have to
be worked out to exhume the

remains, then prepare them
for transport back to their
families.
"The DRV has promised
its full cooperation." the
spokesman said.
The four-party team is
made up of 14 Americans. 35
North Vietnamese and a still
undetermined number of
representatives from the
South Vietnamese government and the Viet Cong.
ITS JOB IS to negotiatate
agreements and insure safe
passage for visiting known
sites of American aircraft
crashes and recovering the
remains in both North and

South Vietnam.
Once an agreement is
reached and arrangements
are made, the actual job will
be performed by a task force
called the Joint Casualty
Resolutions Center based at
Nakhon Phanom Air Base in
northern Thailand
There are 1.328 U.S.
servicemen listed as
missing in action in Indochina . There are another
1.100 servicemen listed as
killed in action whose bodies
have never been recovered.
THERE ARE 1.000 or
more crash sites alone to
investigate, according to
U.S. officials.

University President Frank
Prout. and Rodgers Quadrangle was named for E.
Tappan Rodgers. president
of the Board of Trustees
from 194661
The four halls in Founders
Quadrangle, completed in
1957. were named for men
who were prominent in
securing passage of the 1910
bill establishing the Bowling
Green Normal School
Judson Harmon was
governor of Ohio at the
time; John H
Lowry
sponsored the legislation.
Granville Mooney was
speaker of the Ohio House
and Francis Treadway was
Ohio's lieutenant governor

CONtXIN HALL, built in
1960. was named in honor of
Arch B. Conklin, former
dean of students.
In 1962. McDonald
Quadrangle was completed
and named after former
University President Ralph
W McDonald
Two other dormitoi»
were also named for past
presidents - Harshman
Quadrangle for Dr Ralph G
Harshman 11964) and Often
hauer Towers for Dr Roy E
Offenhauen 19711
Kreisrher Quadrangle
built in 1966. was named foi
Ervin J Kreischer. formei
University b u s i n e s >
manager and comptroller

Bureaucracies viewed
Government decisions on
"who gets what" are based
on what Dr. Murray
Kdelman believes is a prior
judgment of "who is deserving and who is not
deserving."
Dr Edelman. protessor of
political science at the Madison campus of the University of Michigan, explained

Team begins account for M/As
SAIGON (API -The four
party military team charged
with accounting for hundreds of missing Americans
is setting up shop this week
and a U S spokesman said
lop priority will be given to
the recovery of the remains
of airmen who died In North
Vietnam.
The team, made up of
North and South Vietnam,
has scheduled its first formal meeting for tomorrow.

to Hayes Hall in honor of "
Rutherford B Hayes. 19th
President of the United
States
An addition to the
Chemistry Bldg. was
completed in 1960 and the
entire structure was named
Overman Hall in honor of
Dr. Overman
Johnston Hall was built in
1942 as a 36-bed health
center. The building was
named after Dr H J.
Johnston, a former trustee
It now houses music offices
Alice Prout Hall and
Rodgers Quadrangle were
completed in 1955
Prout Hall was named for
the wife of former

Secretary of Defense
Elliott Richardson said last
month that a number of U.S.
servicemen now listed as
missing may be alive in captivity somewhere in Southeast Asia.
Richardson also said that
debriefings involving returned POWs have indicated
that a number of persons
listed as missing in action
have actually been killed
The U.S. spokesman here
said the search for unaccounted Americans would
take years.

his views on "Bureaucracies
and the Poor" in a speech
Monday afternoon
He said government discriminates by class levels
which are determined by income levels As a result, he
said the poor receive little
help from the government
agencies designed to help
them
In many cases, such as in
prisons and mental institutions, poor people are hurl
rather than helped, he
added
DR. EDELMAN said be
cause the government
decides who will receive aid.
a welfare recipient may lose
her payments simply because she is sloppy in her
household chores
But when a defense con
tractor has cost over-runs.
he said the government rewards it with more money
instead of calling it sloppy.
He said better government
services for the rich can be
seen in prisons, schools and

mental health treatment
One reason the poor receive worse attention than
the rich is ambigious decisions ;ibnut who needs help.
lie MM
Dr Kdelman said mem
bers of the lower ••alls in
prisons and schools . '•e

decisions about release or
promotion Many tune*
these decisions are made on
the basis of socio-economic
status rather than merit
Dr Kdelman is the author
ol The Symbolic Uses of
Politics' and "The Politics
of Wage-Price Decisions "

Company recruiters
seek foreign students
The Central Soya Co of Kort Wayne. Ind will be recruiting on campus tomorrow
The company is especially interested in foreign students
from the Netherlands. France. Germany. Portugal. Brazil
Guatemala and Jamaica, said James Galloway, director of
placement
The company wants students with background in ac
counting, sales and marketing to work for one to two mi
in the United States before returning to their home coun
tries
Interested students must sign up today in the Placemen
Office. 360Student Services Bldg
GALLOWAY said foreign students graduating this yeai
should establish a personal credential file with the office
They also are encouraged to talk with the professional stall
about job opportunities
A number of overseas job opportunity dnertories are also
available in the office

SEA KNIGHT
The Do Everything Bird

153975
\vt/^", *$&

Another First At Vatan's
Take a ride in the CH 46.
—Students interested in
an orientation flight contact Capt Fout at Univ.
Hall

• $100 a month
• No - on campus training
• Guaranteed Aviation
• Froo Pilot's Liconse

To Get The Details on Marine
Corps Officer Programs Both
Air & Ground — See the Marine
Offices at the Following Locations:
Rm. 350 Student Services Building and
1st Floor University Hall, or at the Airport

9 A.M.-4 P.M.

April 3, 4

First Edition plate made exclusively for
Vatan's in Denmark depicting Prout Chapel,
Bowling Green State University.
A Limited Amount of plates are being made
— every plate is numbered and in B.G.S.U.
colors.

The Perfect Gift or Memento for B.G.S.U.
Students, Alumni & Faculty
Nam...

Orders now being taken - first come, first
served. Fill in coupon & send or bring
in to Vatan's, 109 N. Main. Please allow 4
wesks for Delivery.

■anEWEfti

Ad*.
Phon«_
| Price per S16A0
plat.
I Number arose

Amount Enclosed.
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Money-Saving Main Dishes'

Booklet gives food-buying tips
Cutting fond pnres is a
major topic of discussion
today A booklet by the II S
Department ol Agriculture.
Money-Saving
Main
l>ishes."
oilers lips on
cutting food costs and features recipes for ci-onnmic.il
cnlrci-s
The booklet's suggestions
lor culling food bills in
c hide
Check weekly food specials and include them in

meal planning Then make a
grocery list and stick to it

rather than chicken cut up
or in pieces It usually costs
less per pound

fancy or solid, chunk, flaked
or grated

-SHOP WHEN the store is
not crowded and when there
is enough time to make
selections with care
-Buy food in large containers if the food will not be
left over and eventually
thrown out. and if the containers can be stored properly
--Buy
whole
chicken

-Buy fish. It is high in protein, low in calories and
costs less than many cuts ol
meat If fresh varieties are
in low supply, frozen fish
and shellfish may be even
less expensive.
--Remember that the kind
of meat and style of pack
affect the price of canned
tuna.
"Light meat" tuna
costs
less
than
"white
meal" tuna in descending
order of price, packs are

-WEDGES of cheese are
generally
less
expensive
than
cheese
purchased
sliced, cubed or grated Mild
cheese may cost" less than
aged
or sharp natural
cheese.

HAVEN HOUSE MANOR APTS.

"Ro^enting

1515 E. WOOSTER

Fallon Apartments

NEW BUILDING COMPLETED

810 Fifth St.
rjjmishe^^^^^^352^16^jioniin^

2 BEDROOM APARTMENTSCOMPLETELY FURNISHED
MODEL SUITE
CALL

352-7444

-By the dozen, larger
sizes of eggs usually cost
more than the smaller sizes
of the same grade But the
larger eggs are the better
buy if the price difference
per dozen is less than seven

HOURS:
12-5
NOW
LEASING

LYRIC AUTOMOTIVE
An Alternative

VW and Domestic Repairs

cents for smaller sizes in the
same grade. II the eggs are
to be used in combination
dishes and baked foods, use
the cheaper grade B eggs
since their appearance is not
important
-For cooking and baking,
use nonfat dry milk or
evaporated milk Both cost'
less than whole fluid milk.
Buy fresh fluid milk at a
food or retail store in large
containers if the milk can be
used without waste
IN
BUYING
meats,
price per pound is only a
partial guide for judging a
bargain
The amount of
bone, fat and gristle on a cut
affects the costs of a
serving.
-Stretch meat, fish or
poultry by combining them
with mild flavored foods
such as dried beans or peas,
macaroni products, rice or
potatoes
in
casseroles,
stews or soups
The booklet is available
for 30 cents from Consumer
Product
Information.
Pueblo. Colo 81009

Beat

lynn. Morvont and Tom Myron or* busy that* days piopcofaso;
vegetarian mauls at Jerusalem Gardens, Morvont's health

the system

food restaurant in Now Orleans' French Quarter. To boat the
price of meat, the suggests toybwgon which have more
protein.

455 S. Main St. ■ 352-7031
Richard Kern & Lyle Yackee Proprietors

UAO Bridge Lessons

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
topf '72 On I ft

1

Begin Apr. 4

7-9

in
I >
I'i

Wayne Room
of Union

17

Bumpus Dahms Apts.
121 and 131 State St.
• 2 Bdrm. Units • Close to Campus
• 24 Hr. Office Hrs. ■ 7 Days Wk.
• 9 to 12 Month Leases

8 weeks for $4.50
Sign up UAO office

Falcon Plaza Motel

ongratulations To All
The New Officers Of

Rental Office Falcon Plaza Motel

353-9863

DELTA UPSILON
PRES
GEORGE NAGY
EXEC.V.P
TOMLEIB
ADM.V.P
RANDY CLARK
TREAS
CHUCK SCHWERTNER
SEC
GLEN KARAFFA
CORR.SEC. ... KEITH COMMON
HISTORIAN ... JEFF OLDS
CHPT. REL
DAVE KUKURZA
PLEDGE TR. ... GLEN KARAFFA
SOC. CHR
AL NOAKER
RUSHCHR. ... CHRISSCHAFFER
HOUSE CHR. .. RICH CAIN
ATHL. CHR. ... RON LITRA
SCHOLASTICS . AL POLLACK
JUDICIAL BRD. . DAN WOLFRAM
GREG BATCHELOR
STEVE CARRICK
AL POLLACK
I.F.C. REP
MARK RIPPLEY
H.W
GLEN KARAFFA

Thanks For A Job Well Done
To The Outgoing Officers

352-1973

GIRLS-GUYS
DO YOU KNOW ANYTHING
ABOUT STOCKS?

NO! O.K.
PLAY THE
$10,000 STOCK
MARKET GAME
SPEAKERS, TRIPS, AWARDS

IH
I«*
20
12
23
2.
26
28
29
SI
32
35
37
W
HI
II
48
49
51
51
51
56
57
58
62

ACROSS
Child'.
confection,
Surf
Amount*
overdue.
Purl of Ouiila'rt
real namr.
Kno.kttV
relative!.
Piece* of
information.
-lick.
Part of a theater.
l.ongtailed
monkey.
.trick-carrying
device.
Routine
repetition.
"A Catered
"
Way: Sum*.
Figure on a
nirkel.
Skin irritation.
Hook of the
Apocrypha.
(iaurhe.
I'lah town.
Solution*.
Piece of real
estate.
Threefold.
Source of pumice.
Like *ome jokea.
Swiim river.
Show plainly.
Hollywood name.
Media • con*
nected iuiii.il-.
Thus: I.at.
American
flnyvsrighl.
(■dividual group.
voce.

61 Seasonal evergreen plant.
67 Coloileaa, oily
compound.
68 Venial virgin.
69 Trotf or canteri-.
70 SibyU.
DOWN
I -Terk\
Boy."
.' I mil.- on J
lobeler,
3 Pondered.
• Frozen man*-.
5 Work.
n Heretofore.
7 Mdjor port of
the lower
I > mill"'

H
0
10
11
12
13
11
21
23
25
27
30
33
31
|«
38
10

11

Moat umightly.
\rniv meal.
Short.
Cereal grata.
Lowest throw
■t dice.
Stan.
Wiahea.
Having an acutely
pointed tirrh.
Tool.
Preoccupied.
face.
Arorn product.
Note, of a type.
Jackie'- hu*hand.
Son of Odin.
Came together.
Hammer \»ith a
rubher head, uaed
in percuaaion.

16
47
50
53
55
59

Italian di-h.

42 Oualed.
43 St. Andrew**
croaa.
45 While- mineral*
uaed in paint*.

61
63
■IS

66

Milk augar.
Time.
Fictional canine.
Nocturnal
animal*.
Seaweed.
Certain ruler*:
\bbt.
Cowl divider*.
Kail I im
Balcony: Al.br
Letter.

■«■» CLaSSIFIED mm

JOIN THE

STOCK MARKET
CLUB
MEETING
Tue, April 3, 7:30 PM
111 South Hall

SENIOR CHALLENGE 73 & CULTURAL BOOST
- PRESENT -

THE DOOBIE BROS.
TUES., APRIL 10, 1973

7:00 P.M.
ANDERSON ARENA
TICKETS MAY BE PURCHASED AT UNION TICKET OFFICE TODAY!
General Admission - '2.00
Cultural Boost Members - M .OO

ATTENTION: TICKET SALES FOR THE DOOBIE BROS.
HAVE BEEN MOVED TO THE UNION
TICKET OFFICE.

CAMPUS CALENDAH
Tuesday April 3 l»73
Beta Alpha Psi will feature Jo. Nulfer speaking on the
history ol the Bt: Student loop at 6 pm in 110 t'8A Open
to Ihf public
The Mi School ol SrllDrlnM will meet in 112 Women s
Bldg alt 30pm
There will be a Pentecostal Prayer meeting in Prout
Chapel alt 30 pm
There will be a relresher course (or those who have been
taught Transcendental Meditation in lit l.ile Science at 7
pm
There will be a meeting ol the Falcon Skydiving Club and
signup lor training in 231 Math-Science at 7 30 pm Open
to the Public
Outdoors Unlimited will meet in the Perry Room ol ihe
Union al 9 pm Sign-up lor bicycle trip canoe trip and
showing ol While Water slides

Good used elec typewriter
352-9103
HELP WANTED
PELP WANTED Pt time
ll am-l pm M-F Applv in
person McDonald s 1050 S
MAIN ONLY Alk lor Bill
Waitress wanted Pagliai s
Pizza Apply in person 1004
S Mam
Ready to hire a houseboy
Call Delta Gamma House
372 28*0
Summer jobs male lork I it t
drivers A general labor
Female- lo read scales
Genoa area Ph 855-8228
Part nine or lull time 2
managers great opportunity
lor advancement Musi be
21 Ph 287 4184

positions extending thru
summer with large corporation
Wanted
men A
women who think young No
experience needed We will
train al our expense 311 pm
only High pay lor those who
quality tall Miss Wingate
265 2010
belore 3 pm
PERSONALS
Kappa Sig s- V*\e a great
spring and gel high (or
sollball Starduslers
CUSTOM
WEDDING
RINGS
bv
PHILIP
MORTON at the Working
Hand Crall Center 515 Conneaut Bowling Green
Sign-up this week (or SBO
Boards, committees and
positions 405 Si Services

ATTENTION COLLEGE
STUDENTS

SIGMA CHI
RUSH TONIGHT -7 30
REFRESHMENTS
ENTERTAINMENT

IN TOLEDO AREA
Open lull A part-lime

Seminar about non Western

cultures
Dale
Tuesday
\pril :l Time
34 pm
Lecture! Krnestl'hampion
Topic
Kducalion in Sn
Lanka • Ceylon > Place 203
Hayes Hall Sponsored by
WSA and Experimental
Studies
WUUITIONS- For Iree
information and relerral
call VF P.I.0 a non-prodl
orpnjsstloi al 202 785 1077
SIGMA CHI
RUSH TONIlil'T 7 30
REFRESHMENTS

71 350 Honda Scrambler
Manx extras
71 360
Yamaha Induro Alter 4.
354 7311
FOR Hi M
HOUSES i. UTS FOR
RENT I U.I. 352 9378
Xpls lor Summer A Fall
lenlal I bloi k limn jiupus
call 153 4673 belore 5 pm or
.153 U4J alter 6 pm

353-9132
Need 2 or 3 students to sub- lease apt this summer |
cheap I'i blocks to campus call Don 352 5380
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE ■
NOW LEASING FOR '■
SUMMER A FALL FOR:
APPOINTMENTS CALL352-01(4 M W F 15 pm
I or 2 M or F rmles lor *
house Call Alex 352-0122
'■

FOR SALE

\\ Ml vHI F
IMMEDIATELY
2 Bed
room .mo I Bedroom Apartments lireenview Apartments 352 1195

Men s 26 in 3-speed bike
new tires gen light book
rjck 352 5465

Apis and rooms lor sum A
tall Near campus Hh 352
7365

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE.
NOW LEASING FOR;
SIMMER A FALL FOR •
APPOINTMENTS
CALL.
352-0164. M W.F 15 pm

Musi sell b> April 20 Hand
embroidered sheep-skin
coal fall Sue 372 4331

Several houses apis and
rooms available lor summer
& next school term 178-2199

SUBLT sum 4bdapt 1-4 F .

ENTERTAINMENT

10 x 50 mobile home air
con 2 bedrms call 352 7043
alter 6 pm
For Sale 10 x 55 Schuli
Mobile Home Many Extras
Mu.l Sell by June' 14 000 00
354 3902 153 Gyps; Lane Tr
Ct
Must sell console slereo
Brand new Phone 352-6957
Sherwood S 7100 AM FM
FM Stereo Receiver British
Industries Co Bit'' tall IA solid state stereo
amplifier. Benjamin Mmcord lELACl 6201' automatic turntable w Shore
M93Ecartridge 3529103
Capehan Solid Slate Stereo
System- BSR turntable
S38 00- call 372-1452

2 bedrm turn mobile home
12 x to Available immed
Nesponsible persons only
No pels See Mr Phillipps
Lot 3 515 Thurslin 7-9 pm
\cross from Towers
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
NOW LEASING FOR
SUMMER tr FALL FOR
APPOINTMENTS. CALL
3524)1*4 M W F 1-5 pm

150 mo 2 4298 or 21296

Grad student needed to.
share '. house, private.
room. 1 block from campus Avail Immediately S55 00 '
352-S244
I Fmle rmmie needed this'
quart Umv Cti 352-5774 '
MO mo
2 BDRM apt to sublet lor'
summer Air cond Reason-'
able 352-0803

Available fall A summer
leases Close to campus
Phone 352 1973 353*863

1 M nine needed Spr Qtr
150 mo 352 7651 John

LARGE 2 BDRM APTS
FOR 4 STUDENTS NEAR
CAMPUS PH 35273*5

Needed I M or F to sublet:
ell Avail Msv 1-Aaf 31 Call J52-0040 or 353 3*41

Needed Ell A pi 73-74
school vear Evenings 3521313

1 Male roommate needed lor
spring quarter Call 352 5056

type-

Room lor female Pn ent
kit. bath
parking
101
College

For Sale Pine-wood desk
new seldom used HO Call

HOUSES L APTS FOR
RENT CALL 352 9378

For Sale
Manual
writer Call 2-3337

Need 2 F to share house
spring ISO mo Call Gwnv'
3539232

352-0040

Need I F share house -pring

HOUSES A APTS FOR
RENT CALL 352 8378
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
NOW LEASING FOR
SUMMER A FALL FOR:
APPOINTMENTS. CALL I
352-01*4. M. W F 1-5 pm .'■

Tuaaiay, April 9, 1973, Tha tG Nm/T^i 11

Conference to probe
environmental problems
Nationally known biologist
Dr. Garrett Kardin. author
of •'The Tragedy of the
Commons." will be among
guest speakers at a threeday "earth ethics" conference April 11-13 at the
University.
"Earth Ethics for Today
and Tomorrow: Responsible
Environmental Trade-Off s"
will study environmental
problems and value conflicts
in making decisions to solve
these problems from the
perspectives
of
science,
theology, philosophy, business and law

THE CONFERENCE is
sponsored by the Environmental Studies Center, the
philosophy department and
United Christian Fellowship
IUCF) campus ministry, in
cooperation with the Faith
Man-Nature Group of the

U.S. Office of Environmental Education.
"The real goal of the conference is not just to have a
meeting of academicians,
but to get to the level of how
we make decisions." said
Dr.
Ross
Miller.
UCF
director and a program
coordinator
"Environmentalists tend
to be a little elitist We
believe we have a unique
conference in that we are

\

Summer
term
Mail
registration
forms and course bulletins for the summer
term are available in
504
Administration
Bldg

Department plans
field trip abroad
A 16-day field study lour of
F.uropean industrial plants
is being offered for the first
time during summer session
by the industrial education
and technology department
The tour, which begins
June 11 and ends June 26.
will include visits to industrial
plants
in
London.
Cologne
Munich.
M'lan.
Geneva and
Paris
The
plants visited will be those
which manufacture common
items such as bicycles
Individuals may enroll for
four quarter hours of undergraduate or graduate credit,
or the work may be taken on
a non-credit basis
THE TOUR is designed to
enable participants to investigate the complete manufacturing process, said Dr.
Robert W Innis. associate
professor of industrial education and director of the
lour
He said
the
program
should
be of
particular
interest
to
students
interested
in
observing
major elements of Europe's

industrial technology and to
teachers of industrial and
business subjects
Cost of the tour is J»76,
including University fees
For additional information
about the tour or details on
enrollment procedures, contact I )r Innis. 372-2436

trying to bring together a
variety of perspectives to
environmental problems."
he said
Five guest speakers will
provide
decision-making
perspectives during the conference In addition to feedback sessions after each of
the major addresses, participants will have an opportunity to test what they have
heard in simulation exercises
based
on
actual
environmental
problem
cases

REPRESENTING

the

North Texas. Dr
David
(iriffin. professor of theological studies at the University of Dayton; and Peter
Younger.
associate
professor of law at Case

on meaning of music

The program, open to the
University community, will
be held from 8-9 30 p.m in

•'oVoVo'oVoV a*a,«

3 •?

maim*

o

538 s-ueasm
353-8681 o 353-8891

We have 6 Brands
on Tap
and

CARRY OUT BEER
AT POPULAR PRICES

The program, to be held in
the conference rooms of
Offenhauer West, will begin
at noon Wednesday. April II,
and end at noon Friday.
April 13

scientist's viewpoint will be
Dr
I'ardm. professor of
ecology.
University
of
California
Dr. Lucius Walker Jr..
executive director of the
Interreligious
Foundation
for Community Organization
iIFCO) in New York City,
will discuss questions of
economic and social justice
in environmental decisions
IFCO
supports
selfdevelopment
projects
among poor and minority
people in the nation.
lit addition, presentations
will be made by Dr Peter
Gunter. professor of philosophy at the University of

Discussion to center
is Music the Answer'",
a listening and discussion
group sponsored by Residence
Programs,
begins
tonight at 8
"The group will discuss
the inner meanings of music
and what it means to different people. It is a musical
experience for self-awareness and perception-it is not
a sensitivity group," said
Syd Scott, a co-chairperson
of the program.

Western Reserve University.
Dr. Gunter. who has been
involved
with
ecological
efforts in the Texas Big
Thicket area, will discuss
finding ways to relate the
exploitative values of technology and the aesthetic
values related to conservation

the Student Courtroom. 460
Student Services Bldg. It
will meet every week as
long as there is interest.
Scott said
Participants should bring
a favorite album to play and
discuss, he said
Ron Speier and Claudia
O'Pare are the other program co-chairpersons

Registration fee is_I7.Su
for students and 120 for nonstudents. The student fee
does not include meals
For further information
about the conference or
registration . procedures,
contact the Environmental
Studies Center. 372-2831.

This laraa ream art Came Unity, Ha U arken in Hanai, hevaea a anjwa ml

Prison
sketched

American fO0%. Navy cmdr. Oiailai N. Tanner tkatcSad rha ream after his
return to this ceuntiy. Tanner lalaoaad this thatch and ethers at o

Hot Line querying students
The Student Body Organization iSBOl Pot Line, an
attempt by SBO officers to
ask students how SBO can
improve its services, began
yesterday and will continue
until at least the end of next
week
SBO officers and Steering
Committee members will
telephone about 400 students
in the next two weeks. Bill
Arnold. SBO president said
HE SAID the Pot Line will
give students a chance to air
their gripes and suggest how
SBO can solve some student
problems
At
a
meeting Sunday
night, the Steering Committee also decided to appoint
an
assistant
student
representative to help the
student representative to the
Board of Trustees and learn

the functions of the office
The
assistant
student
representative would have
to be screened by an SHO
committee and approved by
the Steering Committee
After serving as assistant
representative the student
would still have to run for

student representative the
following year
The Steering Committee
also voted to give the Stu
dent Dousing Association
iSPA) $170 to conduct a survey ol oil campus living
units
Kris Eridon. SHA co

International Lounge

i based on 4 person occupancy)

• Facilities include
• IV* baths
• Wall to Wall Carpeting
• Central Heat and A/C
• Patio Grills
• Indoor Pool
Contact Our Rental Agent at
741 High St.
352-6248
Hrs. 10-12,1-5,7-11 Everyday but Wtd.

Bates and Springer Inc.

ordinator. said the money is
needed to pay lor punting,
mailing and processing costs
olthe survey
rilK SURVEY will ask
students in oil campus living
units l.i rate their landlords
and the living units in which
they currently reside
A spokesman for SKA said

the results ol the survey
should be available before
the end of Ihe quarter.
The next meeting will be
Sunday. April 15. at 9 p.m.
on Ihe llth floor lounge of
Offenhauer West dormitory
STUDENT FACUtTY PLAN

FLY-DRIVE
EUROPE
l»« youth fare

offers 'friendly' air

plus cm lor summer
The International Lounge will take on a coffee house
atmosphere today at 2 p m to kickoff a program that
encourages American students to meet and talk with
international students
The program will continue each Tuesday and Thursday
this quarter, according to l>r 1, Kdward Shuck Jr .director
ol international programs

Fu. lie* Folder write
Car-Tours in Europe, Inc.
555 Fifth Avc NY 10017/697-5800

Toi
OtHrtHkSM
'»■
''•»«
I ISfweeni QTtMhw I'liiw n>ur

Entertainment in upcoming weeks will be furnished by
such groups as the French Club and BAPA (Black African
Peoples Association I

North
Grove Apts.

STADIUM-VU RESTAURANT
Inspite of the rise in food prices,
our prices will remain the same. This
is our policy to cater to the college
student.
Check Our Weekly Special

Get Involved!

CHERRY HILL VILLAGE
Furnished 2 Bedroom
Suites
only '65

MWI

conference Friday whan ha deleted the lecture he endured at a prlienar.

The SBO will be conducting interviews for students interested in serving on SBO Boards &
Positions, Student Arbitration Board, Student
Traffic Board and University-wide committees. .

1005 North
Grove Street
9 Month Lease

Moke jogging
fun and easy.
ioggmg with a u,< t. . . . a fun
way to exercise, ana keeping
in shape always seems oasiot
with good company
along So you don't
want to give up oven
one day's run. and
certainly nof wvvial days due
to your period
Thai's why yo.i should
depend on the protection o/
Tampax tampons Because
fhey'te worn internally, you'll
leel completely t omfortable
When the tampon ts properly
in place, you won't even know
it'sthere And you II be tree
to keep up with your jogging
Active lives demand reliable
ipternal sanitai y protection
So is it any tvofxftf that more
women in more countries
around (he world turn to
Tampan tampons7

$160.00

Furnished

$180.00

12-3-4 mm)

Res. Mgr. B-7
353-5891
Manigtmtnt by

Pendleton
Realty Co.
353-3641

REPRESENTATIVE

WANTED
Were looking for part-time
help to promote ihe campus
market for film developing
Our rep will distribute promotional materials, posters,
free' processing coupons,
etc No photo experience
necessary

Tfca Mk>t-M •••«(■»• ■•*•• a-e-wr. trwM

Applications may be completed at 405 Student Services, April 2-6.
9 a.m.-12 noon & 1 p.m.-5 p.m.

Unfurnished

Good money-maker! Your
efforts backed by college
newspaper ads Don't pass
this one up

M> tola.
S
10OS*»nir*$t
|
Coofril 0MO4S773I
, vai. sand ma ma information

iSSfe

K $20f

! w.».
i»337i
W7-

•«55-

1™

-TT
TTr,T7
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Spikers burn TU
By Du C'aiK«ay
Atibuat Spertt Editor
Dave Wottle was the star
attraction, but Dave Fegley
itole the limelight as
Bowling Green deleated the
University of Toledo. 117-32.
•I Whittaker Track
Saturday afternoon
About 400 fans withstood
fog. SS-degree temperature
and 18-20 mile-perhour
winds to see Wottle breeze
to victory in the 880 before
an en masse exit in what
press box wags were calling
Polar Bear Relays
Wottle also anchored the
winning mile relay team in
the last event of the meet
The Falcons overwhelmed
the Rockets, scoring 62 "I
their points in track events
and 55 in field events In all.
BG won 14 of 18 events
The leading point-getter
was Kegley. who won the

120-yard high hurdles in
0:14 7 and the 440-yard intermediate hurdles in 0:57.3.
He also ran legs on the
victorious 880 and mile relay
teams
FEGLEY'S performance
matched the number of
victories TU captured The
Rockets' four triumphs
came in the 100-yard dash
(Joe Decker. 0:10.3). 440
(Dave Goldberg. 0 52 41.
discus (Barry Fishelr. 148'>
and the long jump (Dan
Rodebaugh. 209.5 "I
Other than the javelin, the
Falcons swept the other
field events and dominated
the track events
Mike Allen won the
hammer with a throw of
128V
Bob Paul Johnson
and Jeff Spann finished
second and third
The
Falcons took first and
second in the javelin with

Kenny White says:

IIIIMIIIIIIIIIIII

Inspirational Ali
still the greatest
By Kenay White
Asslttaat Sports Editor
A legend that was born in the late 60s slowly succumbed
before a shocked national television audience Saturday
afternoon
Muhammed Ali. who skillfully backed up his brashness
with a stinging right and jolting left jab. lost a 12-round split
decision fight to Kenny Norton, a 28-year-old ex-marine in
San Diego
It was All's first defeat in 11 bouls since his famous fight
of the century with Smokin Joe Frazier for the undisputed
title of the Heavyweight champion two years ago.
All was coming back to the ring that ne ruled and commanded after lighting (he nation to clear his name when he
refused to go to the service
THE YOUNG man from Kentucky was the idol and
Inspiration ot many blacks, both young and old. because of
his cockiness, his arrogant way of expressing himself, and
his ability to back up his gossip
A national leader thai people wanted to hear because of
the messages he always gave in any talk. A man that helped
his race in any way. lorm and fashion A man that saved a
dying sporl which scorned to be in a nosedive to oblivion
All over the world all one could see was the many males
trying to portray (he image of probably the greatest boxer of
our times Often one could hear the crisp poems float like a
butterfly and sting like a bee
An idol, yes -but he is also the man that many young kids
10 sorely needed (o look up to Oh. don't get me wrong
There was always Willie Mays. Jim Brown and Tank Aaron

News Special
NOTRE DAME, lnd it
took a pair of overtimes and
three sudden death periods
to do it. but the luck of Ihe
Irish prevailed last Saturday
as Noire Dame's lacrosse
team upsel Ihe favored
Falcons, 5-4
Bowling Green's coach
Mickey Cochrane said. "We
had Ihe game won. but
mistakes were costly
After BG played a poor
first half. ND was on lop 2-0
The Falcons went to work
in the third quarter, as Paul
F.ldridge scored with an
assist from Verne Zahek
F.ldridge's goal came with
6 05 left in the period.
SENIOR co-captain Bob
Decker lied the game with
4 30 to go in the third period
BG's Zabek connected
with the go ahead goal, one
minute into the fourth
quarter For the first time in
(he game the Falcons were
in the lead, but Notre Dame
would not be counted out

BEFORE the light began Saturday. All stepped into the
ring with the "People's Choice inscribed on the back of his
robe While many of the people booed him. deep in their
hearts they knew that (he young journeyman I Norton) was
going against the master
Even though it was disclosed after the fight that Ali had
suffered a broken jaw. it was no excuse for the upset win by
Norton, who the writers called a ham and eggs boxer
Not taking anything away from Norton, he fought an
excellent fight and held his own ground throughout the 12round battle. But as he turned from the frog into the prince,
be realized himself that Ali was not at his best. Even though
be was handicapped. Ali was no picnic

IAA notes

Alter his loss to Frazier. a local deejay took time to announce that a bad brother just went down. And lor the first
time a nation felt the grief of this solid figure going down to
defeat for the first time in his career.
The bets won't be as certain and the talk won't be as swill
far the man who once said. "I doa't have to tell you who I
a«n," bat as the legend took another setback on the road to
| supremacy. Ali will always be one of the greatest
I to step throng* the roe*.

Support
boycott

FEGLEY, Don See. Ron
Taylor and Ted Farver
paced the Falcons in (he 880
relay with a time of 1:31 0
Don
Williams.
Gary
Whittaker. Tom Preston and
Bruce Vermilyea led the
winning sprint medley team
with a 3 44 9 time, and Jan
l.'elder. Fegley. Farver and
Wottle combined to win (he
mile relay in 3 29 6
BG took the first three
places in (he 880. high
hurdles and intermediate
hurdles
Behind Wottle in the 880
were Farver and Mob
McOmber. Ron Weber was
second to Fegley in both
hurdles events, while Rubins
finished third in the highs
and Jay Stein took iliml in
(he intermediate hurdles
BG took first and (hird in
the mile and three-mile
Steve Danforth won the mile
in 4:21 land Kick Schnittkcr
placed
third
Craig
Maidonald won Ihe threemile in 14 347 and Dan
McFarland was two places
back
The Falcons'
Marvin
Anderson and Louis Rucker
were second and third in the
440
Don Williams and
Taylor were second and
third in the 100 vard dash

Softball managers are reminded
that
playing
schedules and official rules
must be picked up at (he
Intramural office. 201
Memorial Pall, by Friday,
April 6, at 5 p.m. Teams not
picking up schedules by the
deadline will be dropped

TAKE A

Jan Rubins displays his version of the "Fosbery
Flip" in last Saturday's moot with Toledo
University. Rubins along with the rest of his
••animates breezed past the Rocket's by a 117-32

TONIGHT

990
FAMILY NIGHT

to STEAK BOUSE
f. Wooster Across from Stadium

count in the first of four scheduled home meets this
year. This weekend the spikers wHI head south and
compete in the Kentucky Relays in Lexington.

Wottle gives fans best effort
MOST had come just to
see Wottle in the flesh, the
man millions of TV viewers
saw win an Olympic gold
medal in the 800 meters
Running at home Saturday
wasn't the same as getting
the gold, but Wottle considered it somewhat of a
thrill just the same
I really enjoyed it." he
said it wasn't really that
big a thing I'm glad we have
a lot of meets in front of the
home crowd this year i four,
including
the
MAC
championships) Everybody
likes to run in front of people
they know "
Wottle had a first place
time of I 57 2 in the 880 and

By Daa Casseday
Assistant Sports Editor
Pe gave them what they
came to see, and as soon as
they saw it. they left
That was the story Saturday as about 400 people
braved the weather condi
lions until Dave Wottle ranand won-the 880-yard run in
his first race before BG fans
in almost a year.
As soon as Wottle crossed
the finish line, almost four
seconds ahead of second
place Ted Farver. the fans
applauded and the stands
quickly emptied as many
sought cover from the cold
spring winds

had an 0 52.2 split on the
winning mile relay team,
but he didn't think his times
were outstanding He said he
did "not real good, and not
real bad."
He also said the weather
was a factor
"H was." he emphasized
"You could tell the guys
weren't that psyched up to
run in the wind and cold "
WOTTLE also said the
team didn't really get up
for Toledo
"II was like a practice
meet, really." he said "We
knew we wouldn't have to
get up for Toledo All we had
to do was win our races
Saturday, fans couldn't
miss distinguishing Wottle
from the other Falcons wiih
his familiar white golf cap.
which he said he will leave
behind this weekend at the
Kentucky Relays in favor of
a newer cap
But Dave also donned a

pair of gray gloves and
bright green track shoes,
which distinguished him
even more Pe said the
gloves were just to keep his
hands from freezing
As for the shoes, though,
he said, "I wore em over in
Germany in practice
They're Adidas Specials
They hi right and just
happen to be green
Wottle said he expects Ihe
green track shoe to gain in
popularity soon
Green shoes or not Wottle
said he'll run
probabl)
equally in the mile and (he
half i mile l the rest of (he
season I'll probably run just
one or (he olher at na
lionals
The MAC is lough in (he
mile Harris iTed. of Kent
Stale I is lough in Ihe half
and Bob Wheeler of Duke is
still here I'll probably run
against him at the NCAA
Pe said his immediate
goal is "jusl to try to go

undefeated and win the
NCAA Wottle said he has no
overall goals, at least none
10 match winning the Olympics
Just consider this my
rest season." he said
DAVE MIGHT need some
rest with the schedule he has
planned after the outdoor
season ends
July 9 I go in the Air
Force for three months
That's a sure bet right
there, he said
Right now I'm going to
enroll in grad school for January Pro track seems to be
going good now. so there's a
good chance I'll go pro winter quarter
"So I'll go to school and
run pro at the same time It
looks like (hat right now.
anyway
Righl now a lot of people
in Bowling Green are happy
Wottle s still around

luck and ended ihe marathon

With less than a minute
led in Ihe contest, Nil's
Bingle scored Ihe goal that
senl the game Into overtime
The first 10 minute over
lime period was played to R
draw

game
Coach Mickey Cochrane
cited inexperience as a
factor in the outcome of the
game Our kids are young,
but Ihe team will come
along." Cochrane said

IN THE second overtime
pel iod the Falcons drew
first blood John Gawaluck
scored on an assist from
Zabek, al 1 28 into the
period
It looked as il BG's
Slickers had (he game won
again until Dave Jurisik of
Notre Dame put one in with
2 48 left
After
two overtime
periods if a lie is slill not
broken the game inusl be
decided by sudden death
periods
The teams played two
sudden death periods With
neither scoring Bui in the
third sudden death period it
was Hill Dacey of Notre
Dame who broke the dead

COCHRANE was pleased
with the condition of his
players He said they were
in good shape and it showed
during the long game they

played
The loss can be considered
an upset by Falcon fans and
(hey can be thankful Saturday's game was not a
Midwest Lacrosse Association contest
BG was
ranked 20th in (he nation last
season
The confident Cochrane
proclaimed. "We will get
better "
The Falcon stickers meet
(heir first league foe this
Saturday as they travel to
Wittenberg

Hoopsters to compete
WASHINGTON tAIM
The National Collegiate Athletic Association said yesterday it will allow college
basketball players, including
All-American Bill Walton of
UCLA, to compete in the upcoming basketball series between (he United Stales and
the Soviet Union
WALTER BYERS, executive director of Ihe NCAA,
said his organization, under
rules already established,
could in effect sanction Ihe
tour if the Amateur Athletic
Union made a formal request
The NCAA changed its
previous objection to the
series after Rep
Peter

STADIUM—VU
Tuesday Special

FISH & CHIPS

Peyser (R-N.Y I told Byers
that Walton was to call Ihe
NCAA offices yesterday to
seek permission to compete
for Ihe American team
PEYSER also released a

letter to Byers signed by 58
senators requesting the
M \ A to permit its athletes
"to participate
without
fear or reprisal or penalty to
those athletes or institutions ."

MANAGER

AND
ASSISTANT MANAGER
WANTED BY A NEW LADIES & CHILDRENS
APPAREL STORE OPENING SOON NEARBY.
EXPERIENCE PREFERRED - TOP SALARIES PAID! Apply in writing, giving full particulars to Box # P.O. BOX 67, Marion, Ohio.

5 WEEKS

Self Defense
Course Starting Wednesday
April 4,7 p.m. - 201 Hayes • *10

For Info Call 354-2795

English style batter dipped Fish and French Fries

All You Can Eat $1.29
Across from the football stadium

steak- break

PDNDEROSA
Meatless
Pizza

High
jump

ND stuns stickers

BUT HERE was a figure whose mere name could strike
up a meaningful conversation not only about the world of
sports but also about (he needs of helping a struggling race
Can one remember the limes when crowds could be seen
forming a congregation around the tube just to hear when
Ali would predict whal round his opponent would find Z-ville
on the canvas
And how aboul the times when he would appear on the different late night programs and execute words of wisdom
that found many people Irving their hardest to duplicate?
Let's not forget the little scrapes that the youngsters in
the inner city would get into, exhibiting the All Shuffle and
his master dance while warning his supposedly ignorant
opponent thai he making the biggest mistake in his lifemessing with All's shadow

Falcon Hot-line
372-BGSU

George Williams |182'4")
and Jan Rubins
Pole vaulters Jed Cole and
Greg Davis tied for first at
12'6" since they were the
only ones to qualify in that
event No other vaulters
cleared the starting height.
Mark Poransky (*'•">.
Jeff Booms and Johnson
gave BG a sweep in (he shot
put
The Falcons also won all
three track relays
880
relay, sprint medley relay
and mile relay.

Buddy Rich & His Band
UAO presents - April 15-8 p.m.
Grand Ballroom
Tickets on Sale - April 5th-Union
$
3.00 & $3.50-$4.00

LUTHER
APARTMENTS
825 Third Street 1 bedroom (2 man)

$80.00 each

841 Eighth Street 2 bedroom (3 man)

$65.00 each

733-755-777 Manville 2 bedroom (3 man)
(4 man)

$65.00 each
$55.00 each

9 Month tease Only
All Apartments Furnished

— Management by—

Pendleton Realty Co.
353-3641

